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Under Colonel Korn’s rule, the only people permitted to ask questions were 
those who never did. Soon the only people attending were those who never 

asked questions, and the sessions were discontinued altogether, since Clevinger, 
the corporal and Colonel Korn agreed that it is neither possible nor necessary to 

educate people who never questioned anything. 

Joseph Heller – Catch 22   
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TERMS OF REFERENCE 

1  That a select committee into local government is established.  

2  The select committee is to inquire into how well the system of local 
 government is functioning in Western Australia, with particular reference 
to - 

a  whether the Local Government Act 1995 and related 
legislation  is generally suitable in its scope, construction and 
application;  

b  the scope of activities of local governments;  

c  the role of the department of state administering the Local 
 Government Act 1995 and related legislation;  

d  the role of elected members and chief executive 
 officers/employees and whether these are clearly defined, 
 delineated, understood and accepted;  

e  the funding and financial management of local 
governments;  and  

f  any other related matters the select committee identifies as 
   worthy of examination and report.  

3  The select committee shall comprise five members.  

4  The select committee shall report by no later than 12 months after the 
motion  for its establishment is agreed to and may, if it sees fit, provide 
interim reports  to the house. 
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 EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
 

Aside from the strangle like hold the club has in the sector, the most disturbing 
aspect of local government is the absence of what would be considered normal 
democratic checks and balances. 
 
This systemic dysfunction is driven by the LGA which was a good law when it 
was passed nearly a quarter of a century ago; but it now no longer meets 
contemporary legislative standards. 
 
The Legislature has constitutional obligations to establish and maintain a system 
of local government; to date those responsibilities have been neglected. This 
must change; however whilst the club remains in charge of reviewing the club in 
the interests of the club, beneficial change is unlikely.  
 
The regulating department has been gutted and in a classic regulatory capture it 
is so compromised by its cozy relationships that it can no longer properly 
conduct its business. 
 
Departments evaluating and assessing their own performance and drafting their 
own legislation is always an error and while departmental input is essential, 
Parliamentary committees are far better suited to this task. 
 
Most of the regulatory, Parliamentary, political and public oversight measures 
one would expect in a modern democratic system are lacking in local 
government. There are serious problems with the low level of democratic input, 
the dysfunctional boundaries and planning systems; and the vast power 
imbalances in the sector. 
 
Whilst there are a number of recommendations in this submission, the key ones 
for this Committee should focus on are to: 
 

 advise the house that the Local Government Act 1995  and its 
associated regulations do not meet contemporary legislative, 
accountability or democratic standards; and  

 recommend a smaller, more focussed act that accurately defines powers, 
functions, accountability and governance standards with enforcement 
provisions. 

 abolish the Standards Panel 
 establish a Parliamentary Ombudsman for Local Government; and  
 establish a system of Parliamentary oversight for local government; and 
 establish a well funded expert panel to overhaul the rating system; and 
 repeal Schedule 5 of the Local Government Act; and  
 revoke the partnership agreement between the government and the 

various bodies in the local government sector; and  
 legislatively split the department into a general and a regulatory division; 

and 
 codify and strengthen councillors powers to speak publicly; and 
 ensure councillors’ rights to access information; and 
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 ensure sufficient funding to allow the regulatory department to fulfil its 
obligations; and  

 recommend that responsibilities for council boundaries and elections be 
transferred to the WA Electoral Commission. 

 
Not many of the sectorial concerns are the fault of those in local government; 
they stem from the LGA and clearly that law is past its use by date and needs to 
be modernised. 
 
This Act is one of the more important laws in our State; it affects the finances of 
every household and business and it directly impacts the standards and amenity 
of the places where all the citizens live, work and recreate.  
 
No other law has such pervasive influence as this one and to miss this 
opportunity for change would be criminal; the only obstacles to progressive and 
sustainable change are vested interests. 
 
This committee has a major role to play in correcting the wrongs in the sector 
and it is ideally poised to do something no-one in Australia has done to date and 
that is to bring about a local government act that modernises, democratises and 
legitimises local government.  
 
Should the Committee wish it, I am more than happy to appear and give formal 
evidence and answer any questions. 
 
 
 
 
 
LARRY GRAHAM 
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GENERAL/INTRODUCTION 
 

The last full review of our system of local government was held between 1987 
and 1994. There have been subsequent investigations, examinations and reports 
that have resulted in amendments  to the act; the Hon S O'Brien referred to many 
of these in his speech proposing the establishment of this Select Committee. 
 
However it was the review between 1987 and 1994 that led to the passage of the 
Local Government Act 1995 LGA . Minister Paul Omodei is rightly credited for 
this significant piece of legislation; however the review process took seven years 
by both Coalition and Labor governments under the Premierships of Brian 
Burke, Peter Dowding, Carmen Lawrence and Richard Court.  
 
There is an obvious and trite political point about process there that I ask you to 
overlook, and I ask that because the current review is both timely and important 
and the Government deserves credit for initiating it.  
 
This committee is equally important because it does not have the filter of the 
local government club reviewing the club, in the interests of the club. The club is 
the Department, WALGA and the Local Government Professionals.  
 
Parliamentary committees excel at reviewing laws and processes; Departments 
do not. 
 
Departments always have a role to play, and their input is essential, but giving 
them the authority to assess their own performance and prepare their own 
empowering legislation is not only bad politics, it is bad government and this 
Committee has the power to negate that self serving process.  
 
Paraphrasing Minister Omodei’s second reading speech, the main objectives of 
the LGA were:  
 

 Devolution of some authority and decision making to councils.  
 Increased functional autonomy for local governments. 
 Quasi corporatisation of local government. 
 Strict accountability requirements. 
 Removal of any power/right implied or otherwise  of individual 

councillors to direct administration or employees of local governments. 
 

A plethora of other changes were made around the same time but the above 
were the major thrust of the changes introduced by the 1995 LGA and the 
legislation worked pretty well in its early stages.  

The honeymoon period ended when the major players in the sector realised the 
LGA was made up of sweeping statements of high principle and intent with few 
compulsions and limited enforcement.  
 
The view that laws can be ignored because there are no specified penalties flies 
in the face of centuries of the rule of law. I return to this fundamental concept 
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later but once the lack of enforcement became widely known, one of the best 
empire building exercises in our State’s history took place and there was a 
concerted effort made to alter governance, transparency, accountability and 
democratic principles. 
 
Administrative powers were invented and these reduced accountability by 
claiming overriding authority based on a fictional separation of powers.  
 
Without wanting to be dogmatic or tedious; I want to strenuously impress on the 
committee that the separation of powers in our adapted Westminster system 
refers to a fundamental design feature. Those with any doubt about the meaning 
of the separation of the powers of the executive, judiciary and legislature should 
read Chapters I, II and III of the Federal Constitution.  
 
This separation of powers is not, and can never be, analogous to the relationship 
between a council and its CEO; the council’s sole employee.  
 
This is not a minor or semantic point – it is the overriding factor that drives most 
of the dysfunction and division in local government and its root causes are 
misreadings and deliberate misinterpretations of provisions of this act.  
 

 S5.41 Functions of CEO – is now claimed to empower the CEO at the 
expense of individual councillors in a way that was not envisaged; return 
to that later in Term of Reference d . 

 S2.6 1  mandates that the elected council and not the CEO is the 
governing body – this is largely more honoured in the breech than in 
practice. 

 S2.7 Role of Council has been conservatively interpreted to establish the 
separation of powers claims – which it does not; S2.7 1 b  bestows 
considerable power to councils to oversee their CEOs and 2  a  makes it 
clear that council has both financial and practical oversight over 
administrations. 

 S2.8 Role of Mayor or President f  has been interpreted as a decision 
making power which it is not; it is an administrative and coordinating 
role because there is no legislative backing for any decisions that conflict 
with or are not authorised by council’s decisions or policies. No 
delegated authority to a CEO can or should invalidate council decisions or 
policies   

 S2.10 Role of Councillors has been wrongly interpreted to mean that 
individual councillors have no significant power or role in Local 
Government. 

 
Given that one of the drivers for the current act was a legitimate requirement to 
end individual councillors’ ability to direct administrations and CEOs, some of 
this is understandable.  
 
Omodei’s legislation remodelled the roles and functions of the respective parts of 
a council. i.e. Council and administration/CEO. His desired initiative has 
subsequently been expanded to the point that the power imbalance between 
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CEOs and elected councillors is now debilitating. I will return to this later under 
Term of Reference d . 
 
One of the other major issues that you will have to deal with is the claim that 
local government is an autonomous level of government. It is not; local 
government is neither a separate level of government, nor is it autonomous and 
our constitution makes it crystal clear that it is a subsidiary of the state.  
WALGA, in their draft submission to this committee reinforce the powers of the 
State to intervene in local authorities by saying: 
 

“While WALGA is well placed to provide advice, support and capacity building 
initiatives for and on behalf of the Local Government sector, as a membership-
based organisation without legislative mandate WALGA is not in a position to 

intervene in the affairs of a Local Government in the same way that the 
Department of Local Government can intervene with its legislative backing.”  

Your attention should also be drawn to two important principles that you might 
like to take into consideration when you are pondering the effectiveness of the 
LGA; they are the rule of law and fiduciary duty.  
 
Local government does not exist in a bubble – it is part of a democratic system 
where the rule of law matters; the propensity of local governments to overlook 
these principles has the effect of minimising the influence of common law, 
guidelines, codes, regulations and good practice. 
 
It is worth reminding the Committee that local government lacks most of the 
normal accountability measures, standards, mores, checks and balances that 
apply in the public sector. Local Government is a regulated albeit poorly 
regulated  system. 
 
Even if you do not accept anything that I am saying, you are still charged with 
examining the LGA and assessing its relevancy and you are helped in that by the 
WA Corruption and Crime Commission Annual Report 2017 – 18 which tells us: 
 
“The number of local government-related allegations has continued to rise, up to 

761 in 2017-18 from 550 in 2016-17.  This upward trend has seen local 
government-related allegations more than double since 2016-16.  They now 

represent approximately 15% of all allegations assessed by the Commission and 
almost one-third of public sector allegations” 

 
When the State’s peak corruption body is confronted with a mere 13% of the 
public service contributing 32% of that sector’s corruption complaints it is 
concerning. 
 
What gets lost in all of the discussion is that local governments raise and spend 
public monies and how those monies are acquitted, accounted for and publicly 
reported falls a long way short of acceptable accountability processes and 
procedures. 
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The most comprehensive examination of public accountability was the WA Royal 
Commission into the Commercial Activities of Government and the associated 
Commission on Government COG  and it would greatly benefit this Committee 
to examine those two bodies’ reports. Both outline the necessary accountability 
principles; checks, balances and mechanisms for State Government and the 
principles they outline can, and should be, applicable to local government.  
 
It is wrong to imply my comments and concerns are aimed all in the local 
government sector, because they are not. The sector is chockfull of good people 
with the desire to serve their communities, and there are many excellent CEOs in 
the system. However any unbiased analysis of the local government sector will 
show that those really good people in the sector actually make things work 
despite the system and not because of it. 
 
The sector’s problems lie with deficient laws and regulation and those who are 
ignorant of, or who choose not to operate in the public interest.  
 
S1.3 of the LGA - Content and Intent - clearly outlines the intentions of the 
legislators: 
 

 “ 2  This Act is intended to result in - 
 

  a  better decision making by local governments; and 
  b  greater community participation in the decisions and affairs 

of local governments; and  
  c  greater accountability of local governments to their  

    communities; and 
d  more efficient and effective local government.” 

 
That should be the creed by which local government operates, but it is not. That 
poor attitude, the dearth of regulatory rigour and the absence of an acceptable 
level of checks and balances maximises the opportunity for wrongdoing and 
minimises the chances of discovery or punishment. 
 
Where maladministration or wrongdoing is discovered and punitive/corrective 
action is taken, the system is so cumbersome and ineffective that it is almost 
impossible for any meaningful or timely justice to be delivered to those who 
have been wronged. 
 
All of that is the situation under the current act and I don’t ask that you accept all 
I say as the only view, because that would be the wrong thing to do. There is 
another important consideration for this Committee and that is the ongoing 
Government review of the act; none of the submissions advocate no change to 
the LGA.  
 
For the record: I am not an active social media person and everything I have 
written or contributed to the public debate on local government matters has 
been under my own name. Other than the Toodyay Progress Association which 
is not involved with this submission , I am not a member of, or associated with 
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any group or organisation that has any interests in local government or its 
affairs.  
 
I have no financial or other interests in local government and am not a member 
or supporter of any political party and my submissions are made in my own 
name as a private citizen.  
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TERM OF REFERENCE 2 a  

 WHETHER THE LOCAL GOVERNMENT ACT 1995 AND RELATED LEGISLATION 
IS GENERALLY SUITABLE IN ITS SCOPE, CONSTRUCTION AND APPLICATION. 

 
In order to progress this matter, there is a threshold question that must be 
answered:  
 

What is local government? 
 
Because local government attracts wonderfully whimsical descriptions, there is 
no simple answer to that question; however none of that whimsy has any 
bearing on what local government actually is. 
 
Those romanticised descriptions are so embedded in the psyche of the local 
government sector that they permeate all discussions and deliberations on it; the 
most quoted are that: 
 

 it is the third tier or sphere  of government which it is not ; and/or 
 it is the level of government closest to the people. For their part the 

people repay this alleged closeness by staying as far away as possible 
from that which is claimed to be closest to them.  

 local government is democratic it is not   
 
Some claim local government exists for the delivery of service and if that is the 
case then the LGA is largely irrelevant. And that is because the delivery of 
services is not the major role the LGA bestows on local government.  
 
Where provision is made for the delivery of services, it is heavily qualified; Div 3 
S3.18 3  restricts the provision of services in a way that they can only be 
integrated and coordinated with Commonwealth, State or other public bodies’ 
services a . Local governments cannot duplicate facilities provided by those 
bodies and any other body or person, whether public or private b  and local 
governments are required to manage any services they provide “efficiently and 
effectively” c .  
 
Part 3 Div 3 S3.59 3 b  places lawful planning obligations on local 
governments to consider the effects on “other persons providing facilities and 
services in the district.” 
 
There are no provisions that exclude the delivery of services and it is a perfectly 
lawful and sometimes necessary  function of local government; however, under 
the current act, services are incidental to governing and that is made clear in S1.3 
Content and Intent that says: 
 

1   This Act provides for a system of local government by - 
 a  providing for the constitution of elected local governments in the 

State; and 
b  describing the functions of local governments; and  
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 c  providing for the conduct of elections and other polls; and 
  d  providing a framework for the administration and financial 

management of    local governments and for the scrutiny of 
their affairs. 

 
Those provisions and the sections relating to the roles, functions and 
responsibilities of the respective components of local government make it clear 
that the legislators of 1995 attributed a significantly higher priority to governing 
than the provision of services. 
 
However, while the LGA shows governing as the primary role of local 
government in  S2.7 1 a ; it clouds the picture in the way that it: 
 

 creates local governments S2.5 1 ; and 
 creates a local government as a body corporate S2.5 2 ; and 
 grants local government the same legal capacity as a person S2.5 3 ; 

and 
 creates an elected council as the governing body S2.6 1 ; and  
 creates the offices of that council S2.6 2 & 3 . 

 
If local government is about the administration, the same points and sections can 
be quoted and I could, but will not, go through all the permutations and 
generalities that people use to describe local government, but surely the hint is 
in the name. 
 
If it is not local, and it does not govern, by definition it is not local government. 
 
Once that understanding is established, assessing the LGA gets easier and I 
submit that the LGA will fail on nearly every point of substance. Clearly any new 
act needs to make it clear what it local government  is actually expected to do. 
 
For its time the LGA worked pretty well, but time has passed it by. Its major 
failings are that it is dated, overly prescriptive, inflexible, contradictory, 
entrenches undemocratic principles and practices and does not reflect 
contemporary values or standards of governance or accountability. 
 
The LGA pre-empts proper process and democratic outcomes by imposing 
detailed and legislated procedures; it suffers from State legislators attempting to 
remediate trivial detail with lengthy and prescriptive law and this approach 
almost always fails. 
 
Any thinking person attending council meetings would attest to the slavish focus 
on process at the expense of merit. Outcomes, cost and civic inconvenience are 
mostly disregarded whilst councillors wrangle over rigid adherence to obtuse 
bureaucratic and legislated processes; they do this because the Act and its 
regulations require it. 
 
As Parliamentarians, you understand the Parliamentary processes and 
procedures; and you do that because you are bound to comply with them. In the 
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main, your systems operate in the background in an apolitical and competent 
manner; but this is not the case in local government where the arbiter of process 
and proceedings  the CEO  may also be an active political player with skin in the 
game. 
 
Modern legislation should be about creating powers, rights, definitions, offences 
and penalties; all the how, why and what detail should contained in regulations. 
This approach is not only cleaner and more efficient; it allows for quicker 
responses to unforeseen events, it is significantly better use of Parliamentary 
time and also acquits the State’s constitutional responsibilities under S52 of the 
Constitution Act 1889: 

1  The Legislature shall maintain a system of local governing bodies elected 
and constituted in such manner as the Legislature may from time to time 

provide. 

I draw your attention to the explicit words “shall maintain”. The first emphasis is 
the word “shall” – the Interpretation Act 1984 S56 2  defines this word to mean: 
 

“Where in a written law the word shall is used in conferring a function, such 
word shall be interpreted to mean that the function so conferred must be 

performed.” 

The Constitution is crystal clear that it is obligatory, not optional that “The 
Legislature shall maintain a system of local governing bodies…..” 
 
The second emphasis in this constitutional provision is the word “maintain”. My 
Australian Oxford dictionary defines maintain as: 
 

1. Cause to continue; keep up an activity etc.  
2. Support by work, expenditure etc. 

3. Assert as true 
4. Preserve a house, machine etc  

5. provide a living or support for maintain his aged parents  
Latin:  Manus – hand Teneo – hold 

 
The constitution does not say that the Legislature shall establish and ignore “a 
system of local governing bodies…..” it says the Legislature “shall maintain” it. In 
this regard, to date the Legislature has been negligent and failed to acquit its 
constitutional obligations. 
 
The processes advocated in my submissions to the review of the LGA allow for 
precisely that to happen by way of the legislature passing a more concise law 
that establishes powers for local governments while also containing definitions, 
offences, reporting processes, enforcement powers and punishments.  
 
Once such an act is established, the Legislature’s constitutional obligation to 
maintain the system can be acquitted via competent regulations being overseen 
by the Delegated Legislation Processes of the Parliament; regular Parliamentary 
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oversight of  mandatory public reporting from the sector and the creation of a 
Parliamentary Ombudsman for local government.  
 
Either the establishment of a dedicated Joint House Committee, or the extension 
of the terms of reference of an existing committee would acquit the Legislature’s 
constitutional responsibilities. 
 
The second provision of S52 of the State Constitution says:   

‘Each elected local governing body shall have such powers as the 
Legislature may from time to time provide being such powers as the 

Legislature considers necessary for the better government of the area in 
respect of which the body is constituted.’ 

It is clear from that provision that the constitution does not envisage an 
autonomous level of government; however it does allow the legislature to decide 
what powers local government will have.  The only powers that the legislature 
can grant are those that it considers “...necessary for the better government of 
the area...”. 

These constitutional provisions place an onus on the legislature to demonstrate 
that: 

 It is maintaining the system and  
 that any powers granted by it are necessary….  

There are those arguing that local government should be allowed to do anything 
it chooses unless it is prevented by law from doing so; this is generally referred 
to as “General Competency Powers”; this another matter that the Committee 
should examine in detail. 

It is always open to the legislature to provide for those powers in any new law, 
but that can only happen with “...such powers as the Legislature considers 
necessary for the better government of the area in respect of which the body is 
constituted.” 

Whilst conceding this general power exists, I remain unconvinced it as 
unfettered as local government advocates would have us believe; but if it does 
exist in that way, this Committee should make it clear what these powers are, 
how they comply with the constitution and how they are to be accounted for.  

WALGA submits that accountability is: 

“Ultimately, Councils are considered to be generally competent and are 
accountable to the community through democratic elections held every two 

years.”  

Such a fundamentally flawed proposition would not be acceptable in any other 
field of public endeavour. If the same standard operated at a State level, the only 
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accountability measure for performance of any government would be a biennial 
election.  

That election would not only be conducted with non compulsory voting and 
based on the flawed first past the post system but also where only half the 
elected representatives were up for election at any one time; in effect meaning 
that no government could ever be totally removed from office. 

The LGA legitimises poor democratic outcomes and that lack of democratic input 
invalidates, or at least belittles, any elected representative’s public authority.  

Poor governance and accountability in the sector are driven by the LGA; a low 
understanding, and application of, the concept of governance and no meaningful 
penalties for non-compliance.  

The issue of penalties is easily fixed by changing the law to create penalties and 
offences of non-compliance and breaches of the legislative/regulatory regime; 
however the issue of governance is a by far a greater contributor to the 
dysfunction of local government and it is significantly more difficult to deal with. 
 
Over the years successive State Government Ministers and departmental 
administrations have conveniently overlooked the legislative requirements and 
encouraged a major shift in responsibility away from the legislatively 
empowered elected representatives onto the sole employee of the council, the 
CEO. 
 
That power imbalance will be addressed in detail in Term of Reference d  but it 
is important to note that the dysfunction in this part of the law stems from poor 
oversight. This negligence starts at the very top; successive ministers have 
disliked dealing with the mundane detail of local government and their hands off 
attitude has flowed down, to the extent that it now pervades all levels of the 
sector.  
 
This attitude has caused wide dysfunction in the local government sector and it 
has been fostered and given comfort by the deficiencies of the LGA.  
 
Another powerful reason why the LGA does not meet contemporary standards is 
that it meets none of the requirements of modern laws that should: 
 

 be written in plain english, and  
 be as simple as possible; and 
 be easy to understand, and  
 be effective whilst also being relatively cheap to administer, and 
 only restrict citizens’ rights as much as is absolutely necessary, and  
 not make unreasonable impositions on citizens, and  
 be subject to scrutiny and review by the judiciary. 

 
The provisions of Part 7 Division 3C of the LGA were the subject of recent 
amendments empowering the State Auditor General to audit local governments.  
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While this has generally been considered a good thing to do; it will have limited 
impact on the governance and affairs of local governments. 
 
At best these systemic and generic reports can only highlight deficiencies in the 
system. There are no provisions for obligatory actions to be taken after AG 
reports, nor are there any obligations on any local authority, department or 
person to act on these reports; as there are no enforcement provisions or 
penalties for non compliance.  
 
It is this lack of enforcement that Hayne C referred to when he said: 
 
“The first general rule, that the law must be applied and its application enforced, 

requires no development or explanation. It is a defining feature of a society 
governed by the rule of law.”  

I recommend to the Committee that they report to the House on the need for 
improved reporting, oversight, monitoring and enforcement of AG reports and 
recommendations. Such a role is best carried out by a Parliamentary 
Ombudsman for local government. 
 
In closing this part, the answer for this Term of Reference is No; the scope, 
construction and application of the current Act are no longer suitable.  
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TERM OF REFERENCE 2 b  

THE SCOPE OF ACTIVITIES OF LOCAL GOVERNMENTS 
 
This is a relatively short part of this submission and that is because the activities 
of local governments forms an almost endless list that stretches from the basic 
roads, rates and rubbish through to councils providing huge entertainment 
events Skyshow .   
 
There are areas where local governments fund or underwrite medical/dental 
services; the justification is usually that if they do not the desired service would 
not exist in the local government’s area of responsibility. Whilst I am 
sympathetic to that justification; in most cases the services being underwritten 
by ratepayers in a district are the direct responsibility of the two major levels of 
government.  
 
Health services in country WA are the responsibility of the WA Country Health 
Service and are not a local government responsibility so when this sort of 
underwriting takes place it is a direct cost shift from State Government onto 
ratepayers and I struggle to understand why this is tolerated and/or legitimised 
by local government. 
 
I also struggle to see how this activity acquits the constitutional responsibility 
that: 
 

 “Each elected local governing body shall have such powers as the Legislature 
may from time to time provide being such powers as the Legislature considers 
necessary for the better government of the area in respect of which the body is 

constituted.”  
 

That aside, whether these sort of interventions are the best use of ratepayers 
funds; whether they provide value for money or whether they are activities that 
would best be provided by others is a matter that is way above my pay grade and 
I am happy to leave it to others. 
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TERM OF REFERENCE 2 c   

THE ROLE OF THE DEPARTMENT OF STATE ADMINISTERING THE LOCAL 
GOVERNMENT ACT 1995 AND RELATED LEGISLATION 

 
The Department’s standing has been diminished and it now borders on 
irrelevancy; this has occurred for three reasons:  
 

1. The dearth of enforcement and powers in the LGA; and  
2. the ongoing structural disorder in state government; and  
3. the rise and rise of the WA Local Government Association WALGA . 

 
Each of these reasons is addressed under those headings in the following part of 
this submission.  

1. ENFORCEMENT AND POWERS  
 
In the recent report of the Royal Commission into Misconduct in the Banking, 
Superannuation and Financial Services Industry, Commissioner Kenneth Hayne 
addresses the role of regulators in the following terms: 
 

“Misconduct will be deterred only if entities believe that misconduct will be 
detected, denounced and justly punished.”  

And 
 
“The first general rule, that the law must be applied and its application enforced, 

requires no development or explanation. It is a defining feature of a society 
governed by the rule of law.” 

 
Hayne C’s comments reinforce that for legal and regulatory regimes to have any 
meaningful purpose, they must be both applied and enforced; the LGA does 
neither of these things. 
 
In his final report Hayne C again drew attention to the rule of law, its 
enforcement and the extent to which these are obligations on both the regulator 
and the regulated.      
 
“The first general rule, that the law must be applied and its application enforced, 

requires no development or explanation. It is a defining feature of a society 
governed by the rule of law.  

The conduct identified and criticised in the Commission’s Interim Report and in 
this Report has been of a nature and extent that shows that the law has not been 

obeyed, and has not been enforced effectively. It also points to deficiencies of 
culture, governance and risk management within entities. Too often, entities 
have paid too little attention to issues of regulatory, compliance and conduct 

risks. And the risks of regulatory or other non-compliance and of misconduct are 
the risks of departure from the first general rule of ‘obey the law’. What 

consequences follow, and whether this amounts to effective enforcement of the 
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law, bears directly upon the nature and extent of the regulatory, compliance and 
conduct risks that entities must manage.”  

Whilst Hayne C was talking about the finance industry, the principles he 
expresses are valid and crucial to the work of this committee. Crucial, that is if 
this committee is to accurately assess the effectiveness of the law and the local 
government sector. 
 
The vast bulk of defined offences and penalties in the LGA are contained in 
Division 11 and relate to electoral offences; all of which would be redundant if 
the electoral processes were transferred to the WA Electoral Commission. In the 
review of the LGA, I have recommended that all elections should be conducted 
under the provisions of the Electoral Act 1907 .  
 
Accordingly, for the purposes of this submission those electoral offences in the 
LGA will not be addressed, and my focus will be the department’s role, function 
and engagement under other parts of the act. 
 

LGA DIVISION 9 - CONDUCT OF CERTAIN OFFICIALS 
 
The WA Royal Commission into Commercial Activities of Government called for 
the creation of a Commissioner for Public Sector Standards that should: 
 

“ a  be charged with keeping the overall organisation, management and 
operations of the public  sector under scrutiny and review;  

 be responsible for ensuring compliance with the basic principles and,  

b  to that end, be empowered to establish standards for public sector 
agencies by regulation or  administrative instruction and to audit agencies to 

ensure that these principles and standards  are being adhered to; and  

b  report to Parliament on all matters falling within his or her jurisdiction”  
Report 2 Paragraph 6.2.4 at page 6-4  

Given that Royal Commission was current at the time of the last review of the 
LGA, it beggars belief that nobody thought of transposing, or applying the 
principles of the former process to the latter one.  

I concede that the subsequently formed Public Sector Commission was granted 
some limited jurisdiction in the local government sector, however it, and the 
regulating department, both fall a long way short of meeting the standards 
contained in the findings of that Royal Commission. 

In this regard the LGA falls a long way short of what one would expect from a 
contemporary law of this type. 

CODES OF CONDUCT  

The LGA has recently been amended at S5.51 to give CEO’s the sole power to 
prepare and implement a code of conduct for employees.  
 
That was a serious error. 
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Such a task should fall to the elected council in accord with Division 1, S5.2 
Administration of Local Governments, which requires a council to “ensure that 
there is an appropriate structure for administering the local government.” 
 
Assuming that provision remains in the LGA, the CEO is probably the appropriate 
person to implement/enforce the code in question, but the balance should be 
that the council draft, adopt and monitor the performance of any code.  
 
Surely “an appropriate structure for administering the local government” 
includes preparing and oversighting a code of conduct for the local government’s 
employees. This should be so because making the CEO the sole arbiter of a code 
of conduct again raises that vexed questions of the alleged “separation of 
powers” and appropriate checks and balances on CEO’s. 
 
However I accept that if the LGA changes again this could also change, but I 
suspect that this clause was amended at the behest of WALGA and the Local 
Government Professionals WA  LGP . I further suspect that the provision will 
remain in place; thereby strengthening CEO power and further undermining 
elected representatives. 
 
Until recently S5.103 of the LGA required: 
 
“Every local government is to prepare or adopt a code of conduct to be observed 

by council members, committee members and employees.” 
 
S5.103 was recently amended to read, inter alia: 
 
“ 1  Regulations must prescribe a model code of conduct for council members, 

committee members and candidates.” 
 

That change shifts responsibility for the content of codes of conduct away from 
local government and onto regulators. This is a curious thing for a government to 
do when it regularly advises citizens that: 
 

“Local governments in Western Australia are autonomous bodies and 
have the authority to make decisions on behalf of their communities.”  

 
Legislatively contradicting that statement makes it clear that local governments 
do not have the authority to make decisions on behalf of their communities in 
this regard. 
 
That legislative change removed employees from the requirements of a code of 
conduct but added candidates, meaning the department now has a new business 
of regulating the behaviour of candidates in elections. This function would be 
better done by the experienced WA Electoral Commission. However where the 
recent changes fail most is that the lack of enforcement provisions; S 2  and 3  
of S5.103 makes enforcement optional: 
 

2  The model code of conduct must include - 
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 a  general principles to guide behaviour; and 
 b  requirements relating to behaviour; and  

c  provisions specified to be rules of conduct. 
 

3  The model code of conduct may include provisions about how the 
following are dealt with - 

a  alleged breaches of the requirements referred to in subsection 2 b ; 
b  alleged breaches of the rules of conduct by committee members. 

 
Regarding codes of conduct, Royal Commissioner Hayne said: 
 
“I consider it important that some provisions of industry codes be picked up and 

applied as law, so that breaches of those provisions will constitute a breach of 
the law.” 

The recent changes to the LGA that say the “model code of conduct may 
include……..” do precisely the opposite of the Hayne C recommendations; as such 
they substantially weaken, if not negate, any benefit that may have flowed from 
mandating codes. 
 
The new code will be developed with “input from the local government sector 
and the Public Sector Commission” and it is concerning to read the feel-good 
nonsense that this code is going to be based on: 
 

“Part 1 – Principles – The overarching principles that require council members 
to serve the best interests of the people in the community and work together as a 

council.” 
 

The recommended primary principle for the new code of conduct nonsensically 
contends that all will get along nicely and by some mystical process, sweetness 
and light will descend on all. A valid comparison is the Code of Conduct of the 
Legislative Assembly of the Parliament of Western Australia: 
 

“The purpose of the Code of Conduct is to assist members of the Legislative 
Assembly in the discharge of their obligations to the Legislative Assembly, their 

constituents and the public at large.” 
 
The code of the Legislative Assembly does not require working together; it does 
however acknowledge the different responsibilities that an MP has. As it requires 
MP’s to discharge their obligations accordingly.  
 
Because healthy functioning democracies are about how differences are handled, 
that is a grown up way of doing things and the principle of a council being 
required to work together is symptomatic of all that is wrong with local 
government and it needs to change.  
 
This is not an argument for division or factionalism, it is recognition that 
contesting ideas and democracy can be fractious; however what does need to be 
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reinforced in a code of conduct is that councillors should be free to object and 
argue their case. 
 
This part of the LGA fails and accordingly I strongly recommend that this 
committee report to Parliament that, if we are to have a procedural process 
driven by a code of conduct, that it define offences and penalties; and that both 
be included in any new local government act. 
 
The City of Stirling Guidance Framework creates the impression that councillors 
have some obligations that conflict with the law. 
 
For example, where there is a conflict between what would be in the interests of 
the City, and what would be in the interests of a particular Councillor or a group 
of ratepayers, the Councillor must vote and otherwise act in the best interests of 

the City.  

However S2.10 of the LGA describes the primary lawful role of a councillor as: 

“...represents the interests of electors, ratepayers and residents of the district...” 

This policy framework subverts councillors’ lawful obligation to represent the 
public interest and places them in the untenable position of having to choose 
between complying with their own governance framework or the law.  

One would assume that if a councillor did not comply with the City’s policy 
framework, it would be open to the CEO to make a formal complaint to the 
Standards Panel. This raises an irreconcilable conflict between councillors being 
entitled to rely on the advice of their CEO; who may also be the author and 
policer of this policy and governance, or complying with the law. 

The point of raising this in this submission is not to batter the City of Stirling it is 
to highlight the conflict between this policy framework and the law; the frailty of 
the disciplinary processes and the irreconcilable differences between the role of 
a CEO and those wishing to acquit their democratic obligations.  

STANDARDS PANELS AND COMPLAINTS PROCESSES 
 

S5.104 – 107 have all been amended recently and the best thing that can be said 
for this system is that these changes are detailed and clumsy. Prior to their 
amendment these provisions were largely assessed as being ineffective and this 
is in the main because their policing and enforcement falls under the jurisdiction 
of the Standards Panel. 
 
The Standards Panel is established under Part 5 Division 9 S5.122 of the LGA and 
its role, functions and terms are all defined in Schedule 5.1; with Clause 4 of that 
schedule granting WALGA primary nomination powers for the panel. 
 
This provision is an ongoing deficiency in the LGA and this power should be 
removed thereby allowing Ministers to select from anyone wishing to nominate 
for a position on the panel.  
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The Standards Panel will attract a lot of adverse comment to this committee and 
this will be because it is not doing what was intended of it. Despite the LGA 
requiring the Minister to appoint all members of it, the Standards Panel webpage 
claims: “The panel is independent of the Minister for Local Government and the 
department.”  

“Presiding member 
Mick Connolly, Deputy Director General, Local Department of Local Government, Sport and Cultural Industries 

Local government member 
Paul Kelly, councillor, Town of Claremont 

Councillor Paul Kelly has extensive local government experience. He has been councillor for the Town of Claremont since 
1995 and deputy mayor for more than 10 years. He was deputy president of the Western Australian Local Government 

Association and a State councillor of the organisation for 11 years. He is a director on a number of boards, a Fellow of the 
Australian Institute of Company Directors and works as executive director of a regulatory authority. 

Legal member 
Emma Power, Principal, Power Commercial Legal 

Emma Power graduated with a law degree from Murdoch University in 2004 and has been working predominately in 
property, development, corporate and commercial law since that time. Prior to studying law Mrs Power was a secondary 

school teacher teaching visual arts. In 2017 Mrs Power became the principal of the private law practice Power 
Commercial Law. In 2017 Mrs Power was appointed to the Liquor Commission and in 2018 she became a member of the 

Racing Penalties Appeals Tribunal.” 

Having two departmental representatives out of three on this body makes it 
anything but independent. More so when the third member is nominated by an 
organisation that is in a formal partnership with the Government of WA.   
Division 5 of the LGA is where most of the processes enabling the Standards 
Panel to discipline aberrant behaviour are located. It is counterproductive for me 
to go through each and every provision and discussing its merits or otherwise 
and that is because, overall the system is incoherent, complex, unwieldy, unfair, 
unproductive and ineffective.  
 
The first major issue is that these processes have become weaponised and there 
are many legitimate concerns over the power this process delivers to CEOs. CEOs 
are able to make complaints, supply the supporting information for them and 
access funds for appeals, whereas elected members against whom a CEO 
complains have no such rights or powers; nor does any member of the public. 
 
Disturbingly, my review of complaints indicated that the vast bulk of them came 
from within local governments and not from the public; I submit this indicates 
the weaponisation and politicisation of the processes.  
 
Having recently had dealings with this process I can assure the committee that it 
is biased, slow, complex, tedious and largely ineffective. Interestingly, the 
WALGA submission to the consultation paper of the government’s review of the 
Act submitted: 
 

“A more streamlined Standards Panel process is recommended.”  
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Calling for these processes to be streamlined is something most could support; 
however what that streamlining actually turned out to be was a reduction in the 
period for making complaints S5.109 2  from 2 years to six months.  
 
Again, there is much that can be said, but the question that has not been asked is 
who benefits by restricting these times? It is unlikely to be the public and this 
regressive change means any official who can now filibuster, obfuscate or delay 
inquiries for six months can no longer have any complaint against them officially 
dealt with. WALGA then went further down the concealment road by making 
another recommendation: 
 

“That a statutory provision be developed, permitting a Local Government to 
declare a member of the public a vexatious or frivolous complainant.”  

Local government does not comprehend that citizens questioning, complaining 
and watching over public bodies is not vexatious; it is the lifeblood of a 
democracy. The WA Royal Commissioners described it best when they quoted 
the High Court of Australia: 
 

“" T he representatives who are members of Parliament and Ministers of State 
are not only chosen by the people but exercise their legislative and executive 

powers as representatives of the people. And in the exercise of those powers the 
representatives of necessity are accountable to the people for what they do and 
have a responsibility to take account of the views of the people on whose behalf 

they act."”  
“Australian Capital Television Pty Ltd v Commonwealth of Australia No 2  1992  108 ALR 577 at 594.”  

Par 1.21 WA Royal Commission into Commercial Activities of Government Report 2 P1.29   
 
There are and always will be people with axes to grind; and the current system 
enables local governments to deal with them and the draconian powers sought 
by WALGA are clearly not in the public interest and I strongly recommend that 
the Committee report that they not be implemented. 
 
That WALGA is confused over its role in the sector is wonderfully exemplified by 
its draft submission to this committee which says, inter alia: 
 
“WALGA would like to remind the Committee that it’s not the critics, comfortable 

in their cheap seats behind anonymous social media pages who matter, it’s the 
men and women who put themselves forward to take a leadership position in 

their community.”  

That wonderfully Orwellian quote shows how little WALGA understands the 
principles enshrined in that previous quote from the High Court of Australia. 
 
As an aside, local government makes what it considers to be a valid point that the 
Parliamentary Commissioner Ombudsman  has the power to refuse to continue 
an investigation in certain circumstances and by extension local government 
should also have that power. What local government overlooks is that the 
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Parliamentary Commissioner is an officer of the Parliament and reports directly 
to Parliament; local government has no such check and balance in place. 
 
Under the current legislated provisions, anyone with a local government 
complaint is currently required to know which law, regulation or policy has been 
breached; as they have to know whether their complaint is major, minor, 
misconduct, recurrent or corruption before they can lodge it.  
 
Then the complainant must know which is the appropriate body to handle their 
complaint. Is it the CCC, the Department, Standards Panel, Ombudsman, Public 
Sector Commission, Police, Auditor General, Minister, Governor, Local MP or the 
local government itself? If it is the local government, how does the person know 
who should handle their matter? Is it the Shire President, CEO or a friendly 
councillor? Or what if the complaint relates to any, or all, of those people; is it to 
be dealt with over the front counter by the receptionist?  
 
It is easier for MP’s to know how to deal with governmental bureaucracies, but 
for many people, even at the best of times, doing so is intimidating; but this 
process is so confounding that it is almost impossible for a novice to navigate. In 
a lifetime of designing, using and observing complaints systems, this is the least 
user friendly system I have ever encountered. It is as if the system was designed 
to deter complaints.  
 
S5.110 outlines the processes and punishments for complaints of a minor breach 
and, again these legislated processes are prescriptive. S 2  mandates that the 
breach can only be deal with by: 
 

 “ a  dismissing the complaint; or 
   b  ordering that - 

  i  the person against whom the complaint was made be 
publicly   censured as specified in the order; or 

  ii  the person against whom the complaint was made 
apologise    publicly as specified in the order; or 

  iii  the person against whom the complaint was made 
undertake    training as specified in the order; or 

c  ordering 2 or more of the sanctions described in paragraph b .” 
 
Section 5.117 sets out the punishment for serious breaches as orders emanating 
for any combination of the following: 
 

 “ i  the person against whom the allegation was made be publicly 
censured  as specified   in the order; or 

 ii  the person against whom the allegation was made apologise 
publicly as    specified in the order; or 

 iii  the person against whom the allegation was made undertake 
training as specified in   the order; or 

 iv  the person against whom the allegation was made is suspended for 
a period of not   more than 6 months specified in the order; or 
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v  the person against whom the allegation was made is, for a period of not 
more than 5 years specified in the order, disqualified from holding office as a 

member of a council.” 
 
Once imposed, those significantly underwhelming punitive measures can be 
appealed to the State Administrative Tribunal; which is yet another long, 
expensive and complex process that is also beyond the means of many citizens. 
 
S5.124 creates an offence for giving false or misleading information for 
processes initiated under 5.107 Minor Breach  and 5.114 Serious Breach  and 
applies to the complainant. One can assume that the penalty for this is the one 
contained in Part 9 Division 2 S9.14 and set at $5000. 
 
The effect of all of this is that the complainant can be charged with misleading 
and fined up to $5000 however the person complained against or the complaints 
officer will not be treated in a similar fashion if they mislead or give false 
information. It is timely to remind the committee of the words of Hayne C: 
 

“Misconduct will be deterred only if entities believe that misconduct will be 
detected, denounced and justly punished.” 

 
These LGA provisions all fail to meet the Hayne standard and they also fail any 
objective test of their ability to control aberrant behaviour.  
 
I recommend that the Committee should issue and interim report to Parliament 
that: 
 

 the LGA fails in this regard; and  
 the Standards Panel be abolished; and  
 a Parliamentary Ombudsman for Local Government be created 

 
2. ONGOING STRUCTURAL DISORDER 

 
Simultaneously being the regulator, adviser and prosecutor in the local 
government sector, the regulating department is hopelessly conflicted and 
compromised. This is not the fault of the department because those outcomes 
result from ongoing political vandalism and the provisions of the LGA.  WALGA 
submitted to the review of the LGA: 
 
“During WALGA’s Systemic Sustainability Study consultation in 2006, there was 

commentary on the conflict of the Department of Local Government having a 
dual role as a regulator for compliance on one hand and a capacity builder on the 

other hand.”  

On this basis alone, the LGA fails to meet the most rudimentary standards of 
accountability. 

Legislation separating the core functions of conflicted organisations has become 
commonplace in government. Energy is a good example. Ownership, safety, 
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regulatory and supply functions have been legislatively split to remove conflicts 
of interest.  
 
A division between compliance and general powers has been administratively 
implemented inside the local government department, but it is not seen as 
having had any substantive effect. Meaning it is still possible to seek advice from 
the same department to which compliance must be reported and through which 
failings and misdemeanours are to be prosecuted. 
 
That significant and systemic structural flaw has been compounded by the 
Department being reconstructed, deconstructed, rationalised and reordered so 
many times that it is impossible for it to function coherently. 
 
This is not and should not be considered an indictment of those in the 
department; however the effect of that ongoing governmental restructuring has 
been added to with ongoing redundancies, payoffs, early retirements and staff 
reductions. 
 
No thinking person would suggest that regulation, compliance and 
administration had shrunk between 1998 and 2018; however the departments 
52 FTE quota has fallen from 52 to 50 over that period. If a simple CPI multiplier 
is applied to that 1998 FTE number, it would be reasonable to expect the number 
of departmental FTEs in 2019 would be around 88. But it is not 88, it is 50; by 
comparison WALGA has 100 FTEs.  
 
That surreptitious privatisation of the responsibilities of the regulating 
department is not a matter of personal opinion, the submission WALGA made to 
the review of the LGA said: 
 
“In recent years the Department has focused predominantly on compliance and WALGA 
has stepped in and provided an advice and support service in the governance area to fill 

the apparent gap in capacity building.”  

When the representative body of those being regulated publicly makes that sort 
of statement, it is clear the government regulator is in an unhealthy condition. 
  
S1.4 defines the department as being “the department of the Public Service 
assisting the Minister to administer this Act”. With successive ministers’ support, 
the department has adopted a very different view its roles and functions. S1.3 
d  allows for the scrutiny of local government’s affairs by: 

 
“...providing a framework for the administration and financial management of 

local governments and for the scrutiny of their affairs.” 

Neither the minister, nor the department can argue they have no power to 
administer any part of this Act, but they do; and they do it by saying: 
 

“Local governments in Western Australia are autonomous bodies and 
have the authority to make decisions on behalf of their communities.”  
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Most West Australians would be seriously concerned if their council really was 
an “autonomous body”; more so if they believed that the Minister and 
Department had no authority to intervene either on their behalf, or in the public 
interest. 
 
Because these factors have combined with those issues mentioned earlier in this 
submission and what is substandard legislation, the department can no longer 
efficiently and effectively carry out its regulatory functions and provide services 
into the local government sector; this has created opportunities for WALGA to 
expand and fill the void.  
 

3. THE RISE AND RISE OF THE  
WA LOCAL GOVERNMENT ASSOCIATION WALGA  

 
It is critical to any assessment of WALGA’s role to acknowledge that this 
association is not a local government, nor is it a body that represents the public 
interest. Since its formation as a legislated monopoly in 2001, and because its 
Rules of Association require it to do so, WALGA has legitimately represented its 
own interests. 
 
WALGA defines itself as: 
 

“The WA Local Government Association is the voice of Local Government in 
Western Australia. As the peak industry body WALGA advocates on behalf of the 

139 WA Local Governments and negotiates service agreements for the sector” 
 
WALGA has a vision to: 

 
…be powerful and influential in representing, supporting and leading Local 

Government.” 
 
And it says that: 
  

“The WA Local Government Association WALGA  lobbies and negotiates on 
behalf of 139 WA Local Governments. As the peak lobbying and advocacy 

organisation, we have a strong influence on how policy decision are made that 
affect the sector” 

 
It is important to reiterate that WALGA is not a local government, has no 
regulatory powers, has no authority over Councils and has no lawful access to 
confidential information held by a council. It WALGA  is an incorporated 
association that is empowered by the LGA to set its own rules.  
 
WALGA has promoted itself into the mainstream of state and local government 
decision making in a way that no other lobby group in WA has been able to. It is 
not unusual for local governments to give WALGA policy and advice the same 
status as that provided by the department. This happens to the extent that many 
councillors are unaware that WALGA and the Department are different entities.  
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This blurring of the roles of the Department and WALGA is not only bad practice; 
it is dangerous, muddies the regulatory and governance waters and reduces 
accountability. 
 
WALGA has signed a formal agreement elevating it to equal partner status with 
the state government. I suggest that the Committee should think seriously about 
the implications of the representative of regulated entities being elevated to 
equal partner with those entities’ regulator’s superiors.  
 
That is a serious mistake that further compromises an already compromised 
regulating department and before moving on, I want to focus on that cosy 
governmental/WALGA relationship. That cosy relationship is exemplified by the 
Departmental website description of the role of the Minister for Local 
Government. 
 
“The Minister for Local Government is responsible for overseeing the system of 

local government in WA. The Minister acts as a champion for the local 
government sector and supports and monitors the system of local government 

with the assistance of Local Government WA . The Minister is not directly 
involved in the day to day operations of individual councils.” 

Emphasis added  
 
That aptly describes how the parties see the relationship. But that is not how it is 
meant to be.  
 
Ministers are high ranking and democratically elected representatives with 
Parliamentary responsibility for administering departments. Because they are 
answerable to Parliament for all actions taken by their departments, Ministers 
should have working relationships within and across all their areas of portfolio 
responsibility.  
 
But Ministers have no responsibility, implied or otherwise, for the actions of an 
association operating within their spheres of ministerial responsibility and 
Ministers are certainly not the “champions” of those they are required to 
regulate and administer.  
 
Ministers have a primary role as the protectors of the public interest, meaning 
that if they are “champions” of anything it is that, and that alone. 
 
In addition to elevating WALGA to equal footing with the regulator’s superiors, 
that formal agreement then places WALGA and their co-partners LGP in between 
local government and the State government on all matters of importance. This 
insidious agreement requires that: 
 
“The State Government should consult with Local Government when developing, 

amending or reviewing State legislation and regulations, policies or programs 
that will significantly impact Local Government operations or resources.” 
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But it does not even end there, after setting timelines for that consultation to 
take place the agreement then cements two organisations in place as the first 
point of contact:  
 

“When consulting at a State level, WALGA and LG Professionals should be the 
first point of contact. These two peak bodies are able, through formal and 

informal policy development processes, to develop representative responses and 
submissions on behalf of their respective memberships.” 

The wider community was locked out of the processes that led to this agreement 
which ends with the dumbfounding statement that: 

“Both spheres of government commit to working together to improve decision 
making processes that deliver greater transparency and community 

accountability: recognising and respecting that each sphere of government and 
the community are a partner in this process.” 

I again draw the committee’s attention to the constitutionally unsound reference 
to local government as a “sphere of government”, which it is not. And more 
bizarrely than that, nobody in any community had any input into being made a 
partner in this process, nor did any community have any say in the agreement, 
but apparently whatever the community might be, it is now a partner in this 
agreement.  
 
What or where this community is and how it benefits from the partnership is not 
known.  
 
When we go on to more closely examine the formal relationships between the 
regulating department, WALGA and LGP, Local Government Professionals WA ; 
we discover that this organisation LGP  also does not exist for any public 
interest purposes; its strategic plan says it exists: 
 
“To enable our members to realise their local government career and leadership 
aspirations and to ensure that their voice is critical in shaping the future of the 

association and our sector.” 
 
That effectively means that the organisation is a union or professional 
association  and there is nothing wrong with that, but their objectives do not 
serve the public interest. The Association’s vision statement says: 
 

“We are the leading association for all professionals and emerging leaders in 
local government. 

 We are a strong, independent and influential association; 
 We focus on real career benefits; 

 We always put our members’ needs first. 
 We consider all local government officers to be professionals, and we help 

our members contribute to their communities by supporting their 
personal and professional development. 
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And there we have it; this organisation that is sitting alongside WALGA And we 
should always remember that WALGA exists to service its constituent local 
governments and not the public interest  and influencing major decisions on the 
future of local government has a vision that:  

 
“We always put our members’ needs first.”  

 
And this Association has only published three goals:  

 
 “Significantly enhance the membership value of our Association; 
 Be recognised as a highly valued and respected organisation; 
 Build a financially strong and well-resourced organisation.” 

 
These visions and goals are all about the professionals and not the public or the 
public interest. This self interested organisation and its fellow traveller WALGA 
are in a formal partnership with the Minister for Local Government and the 
Premier of the State. The regulating department is not a party to that agreement, 
but it the department  is charged with being “the department of the Public 
Service assisting the Minister to administer this Act”. The compromising of the 
regulator does not end there; LGP has a nine person board with two honorary 
board members, they are: 

 
 Director General, Department of Local Government Sport and Cultural 

Industries. 
 Chief Executive Officer, WA Local Government Association. 

 
There is nothing improper in those people being on the board of this 
organisation; it is unwise and demonstrates the incestuous and compromising 
relationships within the local government club.  
 
In effect these two organisations have taken the government captive and the 
high level cross pollination reinforces that view, as does the knowledge that, 
under WALGA’s Rules of Association, LGP is:  
 

 An associate member of WALGA, and 
 part of its dispute procedures, and  
 the President of LGP sits as an ex-officio member of the WALGA State 

Council.  
 
The pernicious relationships extend even further because the Department that is 
the regulator of this industry and reviewer of the current law, is also a Principal 
Partner of LGP.  
 
This behaviour is in direct contradiction of recent spate of Royal Commissions 
and inquiries, all of which have highlighted the failures of regulators who got too 
close to those they are supposed to be regulating.  
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Regulatory capture is not new, but it is little understood or discussed in 
governmental circles and these relationships would fit any definition of 
regulatory capture.  
 
The most likely outcome of such cosy situations is systemic failure and neglect by 
the regulator; because regulators who cannot maintain their independence, and 
publicly demonstrate that to be the case are more likely to act in the sector’s 
interests than in the public interest.  
 
To have any meaningful purpose, the law must be applied equitably under the 
rule of law and democratic principles; it must then be enforced by properly 
funded regulators using their experience and expertise. The closeness of these 
relationships destroys any chance of there being a genuinely independent 
regulator of local government.  
 
The current legislative provision making WALGA part of the LGA serves no 
useful purpose. It may well be beneficial for local government to have such an 
association legislated for, but why the WALGA monopoly is established by the 
LGA is a matter that needs further consideration; however the committee should 
be aware that I do not support legislated monopolies of any kind.  
 
There is no down side to removing the relevant schedule from the LGA and if it is 
considered necessary for WALGA to have some legislative protection it should be 
contained in a stand alone law.  
 
Then the LGA grants other significant rights and benefits bestows an 
extraordinary level of institutionalised influence on WALGA. 
  

 Part 5 Division 4 S5.48 extends long service leave protections to WALGA 
employees 

 Part 5 Division 4 S5.49 extends workers’s compensation benefits to 
WALGA employees 

 Part 9 Division 5 S9.58 constitutes WALGA as a body corporate and 
restricts alteration of its objects without ministerial approval. 

 Part 9 Division 5 S9.58 6 b  authorises WALGA to “...arrange contracts 
of insurance...” 

 Part 3 Division 3 S3.57 requires tenders to be called for the supply of 
goods and services however the provisions of Regulation 11 2 b  of the 
Local Government Functions and General  Regulations 1996, contradict 
that by removing the obligation to tender if “the supply of goods and 
services is to be obtained through the WALGA Preferred Supplier 
Program...” 

 
All these provisions are LGA examples that place WALGA in a privileged and 
monopolistic position. And whilst it is privileged, WALGA is neither fish nor fowl; 
it is not a local government nor is it a government body. It is not a corporation or 
statutory authority, meaning that it slips through all the public accountability, 
reporting and governance nets. The WALGA structure and authority are not 
appropriate for exercising such large discretion over the use of public funds. 
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It is noteworthy that this year for the first time since its inception WALGA has 
published an annual report and released it publicly. I commend this initiative as 
a good first step in opening up the finances of WALGA to public scrutiny and 
audit. 
 
One of the ways WALGA deals with public funds is through its remarkably 
profitable preferred supplier program. The WALGA Annual Report shows this 
program had revenue of $4.6M for an expenditure of $360,000 in the 2019 FY.  
 
Local Government tendering is regulated by both the LGA and the Local 
Government Functions and General  Regulations 1996. Under Regulation 11, 
tenders do not have to be called for “the supply of the goods or services is to be 
obtained through the WALGA Preferred Supplier Program”.  
 
Under S3.57 1  of the Local Government Act 1995 , a local government is 
required to:  

“…invite tenders before it enters into a contract of a prescribed kind under which 
another person is to supply goods or services.” 

There is legislative and regulatory conflict between those two provisions; albeit 
the LGA enables regulations to be raised that “…make provision about tenders” it 
does not include any power to make regulations bypassing the explicit tendering 
obligations imposed by S3.57. 

There are no lawful opt out provisions and the requirements and obligations 
necessitate local governments inviting tenders. Even if that is not the case, I 
submit that granting WALGA the right to bypass public tendering is regressive. 

There is no public oversight of WALGA preferred providers, no public evidence 
of any benefit to ratepayers, there is limited public information of the processes 
involved and no disclosure of any benefits paid or received by WALGA.  

This is neither acceptable public policy, nor is it acceptable oversight of the 
expenditure of public monies. 

Purchasing programs of this type usually result in all tenderers increasing the 
price of their commodities by a percentage larger than that taken by the 
commission agent. Then a discount for being preferred is passed on with the net 
result being that the cost of the commodity has increased by the amount paid to 
the commission agent. This price ramping is unlikely to be done through 
collusion, it is a logical progression from people who understand how these 
systems work. 

The Post Newspaper of 2 Jun 18 contained an article headed “WALGA creams 
bonus off council suppliers” in which an unnamed supplier said: 

“The rest of us are simply funding WALGA to run a website.” 
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Because none of the provider or pricing information is available publicly, it is 
impossible for any citizen to confirm that claim however it is a matter that this 
Committee could examine and I recommend it do so and report the results to the 
Parliament. 

Whilst WALGA preferred purchasing processes are not reviewable by the 
Auditor General, local government purchasing generally has been raised as an 
issue on a number of occasions. As recently as October 2018, the Auditor General 
reported on local government procurement and the report is headed: 

 “LGs need better procurement oversight and controls” 

As far back as 2015 the CCC investigated local government procurement and 
said: 

“Broadly, the concerns identified by the Commission are that procurement and 
financial governance processes used by local governments in Western Australia 
can leave them vulnerable to fraud, corruption and other forms of misconduct. 
This is exacerbated by a lack of risk assessment by many local governments in 
their procurement processes, which in turn means there is a lack of planning 

about how those risks may be mitigated.” 

Neither of those reports singles out the WALGA processes, but what they both 
highlight is the inherent risks in procurement processes and it is hard to see how 
WALGA being entitled to bypass all the normal local government accountability 
procedures reduces those risks. 

A far more logical and beneficial process would be to amend the Act and 
Regulations to remove this entrenched privilege and for local government to be 
able to access and utilise the government purchasing/supply processes.  

As local government is a subsidiary of the State this is a logical change that is 
much more in the public interest than are the current processes. The 
Government system is also much more likely to harness economies of scale and 
deliver benefits to ratepayers than is the WALGA system. 

Part 9 Division 5 S9.58 6 b  authorises WALGA to “...arrange contracts of 
insurance...”, which it does through what is known as the Local Government 
Insurance Scheme or LGIS. 
 
As in so many aspects of WALGA’s operations, the detail of what LGIS returns to 
them is not public information; nor is there any public accounting of the benefits 
local governments receive. There is no public disclosure of payments made to 
individual directors, nor is there any public register of conflicts of interest. 
 
The WALGA 2019 annual report shows this service generated $2.7M on an 
expenditure of $263,000; there are no details published showing how that large 
surplus is distributed or expended. 
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There is significant anecdotal evidence to show when councils challenge the 
premiums or threaten to leave LGIS, their costs are significantly reduced. The 
members of the Regional Capitals Alliance have advised that when they took that 
action, their premiums for the same cover and with the same conditions  fell 
dramatically and have subsequently remained at lower levels; the City of 
Nedlands has had similar experiences. 
 
The only funds available to LGIS are public funds and this alone justifies opening 
it to public scrutiny, audit and reporting and there is sufficient evidence to date 
to warrant a change to the Act to require open reporting in the public interest. 
 
In Victoria the State’s Auditor General investigated a similar scheme in that State 
and concluded: 
 

“Councils are not always giving the purchase of their insurance the thorough 
consideration it deserves. At best, this means they may be paying more than they 

need to and, at worst, if there are gaps in their coverage it may significantly 
impact their operations should an undesirable event occur.  

 
In the examples of better practice we saw in managing risk and purchasing 

insurance, councils had a far better understanding of their risk and insurance 
profile and achieved lower premiums. They did this systematically by: 

 
 more fully assessing their risks 

 appropriately determining those that require insurance and the extent of 
coverage needed 

 competitively tendering for insurance broking, services and insurance. 
 

These approaches enable councils, and their community, to feel more confident 
about their ability to deal with routine claims as well as the consequences of any 

major event.” 
 
WALGA has been granted extraordinary powers of nomination to bodies 
providing advice to government, distributing government funds and deciding 
matters.  
A little later on I will outline as many of those positions as has been able to be 
identified from public documents; however before that I your attention should 
be drawn to provisions of the LGA and WALGA’s constitution that will assist the 
committee to understand the powerful and privileged position this body holds: 
 

 S9.58 of the LGA constitutes WALGA as a body corporate and 3  legally 
establishes its objects and functions as being in their constitution. 
 

 S9.58 5  Restricts WALGA’s ability to change those without Ministerial 
approval – that is classic governmental regulation; hence my description 
of it as a regulated monopoly. 
 

 Cl 3 of WALGA constitution does not mention elected representatives. 
These objects empower WALGA to overrule any elected member and 
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claim they WALGA  are the sole vehicle able to represent the views of 
their Association to government c,d and f . This means that WALGA is 
not a body dependent on democratically elected representatives when 
arriving at decisions; they have legislated objects that override any 
dissenting view in local government. In essence there is only one opinion 
that can go forward from local government and that view is the view of 
WALGA’s decision making body or CEO. 
 

 WALGA’s management committee or State Council S9  is the governing 
body made up of 24 people who are called “elected representatives”. This 
does not mean they are democratically elected in any wider electoral 
sense; they are elected in their local government and then by a collegiate 
vote inside WALGA.  
 
For example the WALGA President is elected by less than 300 votes of a 
ward in a Pilbara Shire. No citizen has any say in these councillors 
election to the governing body that is the sole voice speaking on behalf of 
local government in WA. This is despite their decisions potentially 
affecting each and every person and business in the state. 
 

 WALGA state council meets four times a year and can and does delegate 
its authority to the CEO. The CEO is also the custodian of all the records, 
books, documents, and securities of the Association. 
 

 WALGA Register of Powers Schedule 1; parts a b  and c  put the 
State Council and CEO dependent on delegated authority  in a position 
with complete and unfettered power for submissions on and influence of 
the review of the LGA. Regardless of what any council, councillor or 
external person may think – these people have the power, authority and 
legislated backing to propose whatever they want; in their own interests. 
They are able to do this while giving the appearance that they speak for a 
resolved position of each of their member councils; which may not be the 
case. 
 

Having such a body in such a powerful position is a most dangerous situation for 
any government; but it is a position that can be quickly remedied by removing all 
the WALGA nomination rights and designated positions on committees and 
boards and also by deleting Division 5 of the LGA.  
 
I strongly recommend this committee make such recommendations to the 
Parliament. 

WALGA has been constituted by the LGA and there are some important 
fundamental issues that this committee needs to consider: 

 WALGA is not a local government. 
 WALGA is not a part of government. 
 WALGA does not represent the public interest. 
 WALGA does not represent local government. 
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 WALGA is not bound by any of the provisions of the act that regulate local 
government 

 WALGA is dependent on ratepayers’ and taxpayers’ funds 

 WALGA’s expenditures of public monies are not able to be examined by 
the Auditor General  

 WALGA is not subject to the Freedom Of Information Act. 
 WALGA’s purchasing processes are not open and there is no public 

evidence that they produce value for ratepayer’s money 
 WALGA’s insurance business/partnerships are not transparent and there 

is no public evidence that they produce value for ratepayer’s money 

 WALGA has grown so large that it now dominates the local government 
sector to the extent that many councillors can no longer differentiate 
between it and the department. 

 WALGA has the power over nominations to a range of important 
governmental decision making committees; including the Standards 
Panel. 

 WALGA is now an official partner of the State Government 
 WALGA is undemocratic – its President was elected by less than 300 

electors in the Shire of East Pilbara 

 WALGA is granted unqualified rights to nominate members of the board 
of the State Planning Commission under S10 1 b i ii  of the Planning 
and Development Act 2005. 

 WALGA is granted significant consultation rights on State Planning Policy 
under S28 1 b  of the Planning and Development Act. 

 WALGA is granted membership of regional planning committees under 
Schedule 2 Cl 8  of the Planning and Development Act. 

 WALGA nominee sits by right on the Fee Arbitration Panel Planning and 
Development Regulations 2009  

 WALGA nominee sits by right on the Country Housing Authority Country 
Housing Act S5 1 b  

 WALGA nominates all the members of the Analytical Committee Health 
Miscellaneous Provisions  Act 1911 S247A 3  

 WALGA nominates, by right, three of the eleven members of the Library 
Board of WA Library Board of Western Australia Act 1951 S5 4  

 WALGA nominates, by right, three of the five members of the WA Local 
Government Grants Commission.  Local Government Grants Act 1978 S5 
c  

In addition to those legislated and regulated positions, an examination of 
various websites shows that WALGA also sits on a number of other decision 
making and/or funding allocation committees. They are: 

 Agricultural Implements Advisory Committee; and 

 Children’s Crossing and Road Safety Committees; and  
 Fencing Road Reserves in Pastoral Regions Advisory Group; and 

 Keep Australia Beautiful Council 3 members, including current chair ; 
and 

 Operational Railway Crossing Protection Sub-Committee; and 
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 Perth Bicycle Network and Regional Bicycle Network – Grant Assessment 
Panel; and  

 Public Libraries Working Group; and  
 Recreational Boating Facilities Scheme – Grant Assessment Panel; and  
 Regional Airport Development Scheme – Grant Assessment Panel; and 

 State Gravel Supply Management Group; and 

 Strategy and Policy Railway Crossing Protection Sub-Committee; and 

 Strategic Waste Infrastructure Planning Working Group; and 

 Traffic Management for Events Advisory Group; and 

 Traffic Management for Road Works Advisory group; and 

 Utility Providers Committee; and 

 WA Bicycle Network Plan – Implementation Reference Group; and 

 Western Australian Pavements Group; and 

 Western power/Local Government Operational Forum 

That long list of powers and appointments places WALGA as the central body in 
local government and from those positions WALGA nominees routinely make 
decisions that affect the public and its member councils. They do this without 
any mandate, obligation to act in the public interest or requirement to report 
publicly. 
 
The rise and rise of WALGA has come at the expense of the sector regulator’s 
power and ability to regulate. Through no fault of their own and for the reasons 
already outlined it is clear that the role of the department as a regulator of the 
sector has seriously deteriorated. 
 
This committee should recall that WALGA is not a local government, nor is it a 
body that represents the public interest and the committee should attempt to 
balance WALGA’s stated views and interests against the public interest. Then I 
trust that you will agree with my recommendations to: 
 

 Repeal Schedule 5; and  
 revoke the agreement between WALGA/LGP and the State Government; 

and  
 remove the regulating department from the various conflicted board 

positions it holds; and  
 require WALGA to publicly disclose all funds it receives from its tender 

and insurance processes; and  
 require WALGA to publicly release audited annual reports; and  
 redefine the powers of the regulating department; and  
 require the department to impose its authority as an independent 

regulator of the sector; and  
 require the government make sufficient budgetary allocation implement 

changes.  
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TERM OF REFERENCE 2 d   

THE ROLE OF ELECTED MEMBERS AND CHIEF EXECUTIVE 
OFFICERS/EMPLOYEES AND WHETHER THESE ARE CLEARLY DEFINED, 

DELINEATED, UNDERSTOOD AND ACCEPTED. 

Any doubt over councillors’ ability to oversee and monitor their administrations 
is removed by Div 1 S5.2 - Administration of Local Governments. This provision 
is often overlooked or ignored but it gives legislative power to a council to 
“ensure that there is an appropriate structure for administering the local 
government.” 
 
It is self evident that elected councils have the power to oversee, amend or alter 
the administrative structures of their local government; it follows that those 
administrative matters cannot lawfully be the sole province of the 
administration or the CEO.  
 
Confusion over the roles of the component parts of a local government is 
reinforced in relation to Senior employees by S5.37. Targeted for removal from 
the LGA, this clause unambiguously empowers a council to designate senior 
positions; it is one of the few very clearly defined oversight measures in the LGA. 
 
It does not allow a council to interfere in the daily running of this strategic and 
critical level of the organisation; however it places an obligation on CEOs to 
report certain decisions to their employer and empowers that employer to 
express their opinion on actions taken.It is not an automatic right, it is one that is 
triggered by a council decision that, once taken, provides an effective check and 
balance on executive office.     
 
Local Government Rules of Conduct  Regulations 2007, particularly Regulation 
9 - Prohibition against involvement in administration: 
  

 S 1  makes it clear that councillors must not involve themselves in 
matters UNLESS emphasis added  “authorised by the council or by the CEO to 
undertake that task.” Clearly the much vaunted separation of powers if it 
exists I don't think it does, but if it does  it is heavily qualified by this 
regulation. 

 S 2  further qualifies and extends councillors powers to be involved in 
administration. 

 
Once more these provisions demonstrate that there can be a fusion of the 
respective roles and functions, thereby reinforcing the earlier reasoning in this 
submission that there is no separation of powers, and nor should there be.  
 
The misunderstanding of this fundamental principle has resulted in regulations, 
policies and guidelines converging with an ongoing ministerial distaste for 
involvement in the affairs of local government and created circumstances where 
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CEO’s in local government wield power beyond that available to any other 
administrative officer in the country.  
 
The City of Stirling Governance Framework describes this phenomenon in the 
following fashion: 
 

Key governance concept – separation of powers  

Legislation stresses the strong leadership and decision making powers of the 
Council and a high degree of independence to be exercised by the Chief Executive 
Officer when implementing those decisions and in employing and managing staff 

engaged in providing direct services to the public.  

There is no provision in the act granting any independence to a local government 
CEO; S5.36 requires: 
 

“ 1  A local government is to employ - 
  

 a  a person to be the CEO of the local Government; and  
 b  such other persons as the council believes are necessary to enable 
the     functions of the local government and the functions 

of the council to be performed.” 
 
There is no mention, implied or otherwise, of any degree of independence so far; 
but then: 
 

 S5.38 requires the local government to review the performance of the 
CEO; and  

 S5.39 1  requires a contract between the CEO and Council; and  
 S5.41 outlines the functions of the CEO and the subsequent clauses deal 

with the delegation processes. 
 
In terms of the functions of the local government, nowhere in the LGA are there 
any provisions granting a CEO independence from a council. Because the 
respective roles and functions of each position is clarified and the thrust of this 
part of the act are the opposite of independence and there is no lawful separation 
of power as is claimed by the sector. 
 
However under the auspices of WALGA and LPG, the role and functions of 
elected officials have been subjugated to the interests of unelected executives 
who have created a position for themselves that is unlike any other. But even 
then, WALGA submitted to the LGA review: 
 

“The current role statements in the Local Government Act for the Council, 
Elected Member and CEO are considered reasonable, however a number of Local 

Governments have indicated that interpretation of the current wording is 
ambiguous and have indicated that stronger clarification of the roles of the 

Council and the CEO would be beneficial.” 
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One wonders how many of that number of local governments who indicated 
stronger clarification of the respective roles would be beneficial, will be happy 
with the WALGA draft submission to this Committee that says: 
 

“It may be the case that some of the public disquiet about Local Government 
relates to the misalignment between the public understanding of the role of 
individual Councillors including the Mayor or President, and the actual role 

defined by the Local Government Act 1995.” 
 
It is clear to all who wish to see it, that one of the fundamental problems in local 
government is the unbalanced relationship between councillors, councils and 
CEO’s 
 
Comparisons are often made between the role of CEO’s in the private and public 
sectors and an examination of that is insightful. If you are one of those who 
believes that local government should operate in a similar fashion to a corporate 
board – I ask, can you imagine any board accepting that the only advice they can 
act on is the sole option provided by their CEO?  
 
And then if that board was to decide differently to that CEO provided single 
option, the board would then be compelled to explain publicly why they did so?  
 
The other inconvenient issue with this particular proposition is that if that board 
followed those instructions and made a decision that was not in the best 
interests of the corporation, those directors would have committed a criminal 
offence: 
 

“Corporations Act 2001 S184 – Good faith, use of position and use of information – 
criminal offences.” 

Good faith—directors and other officers  

 1   A director or other officer of a corporation commits an offence if they:  

  a   are reckless; or  

  b   are dishonest; 
  and fail to exercise their powers and discharge their duties:  

  c  in good faith in the best interests of the corporation; or 

d  for a proper purpose.” 

Directors are required to act in the interests of the corporation; councillors are 
required to act in the interests of the ratepayers of their district. The directorial 
requirement to act in the interests of the corporation is often incorrectly used in 
local government codes of conduct in an attempt to require councillors to do the 
same; I return to this theme later in this submission.  

Those who believe that local government is a mini Westminster version of 
government which it is not  – I ask to imagine any minister accepting their 
departmental CEO only providing them with a single take it or leave it option. 
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Or if a minister made a decision different to that option, would we accept that 
minister being required to explain themselves publicly? This nonsense has been 
allowed to grow in the sector because of deliberate misreading of the law, rigid 
adherence to an incoherent principle and a disregard for democratic outcomes. 
 
In a functioning democracy no system should deliver greater power to unelected 
administrators than to elected representatives.  
 
As important a role as it is and apart from some statutory functions , CEO’s 
power comes from councils’ adoption of policy, delegation and interaction 
between the Presiding Officer and CEO. The relevant parts of the LGA in this 
particular regard are: 
 

 S2.7 of the Act defines the role of council as the “governing body” of a 
local government; and 

 S2.8 defines the role of the Presiding Officer as the office holder who 
“liaises with the CEO on the local government’s affairs and the 
performance of its functions”; and  

 S2.10 defines the role of councillors to represent “the interests of electors, 
ratepayers and residents of the district” and also as someone who 
“participates in the local government’s decision-making processes at 
council and committee meetings  

 S5.41 defines the CEO’s functions; but interestingly does not define a role 
and that is important because there is a significant difference between a 
functionary and someone with legislated decision making power. 
 

Under S5.41, the functions of the CEO are to - 
 
 “ a  advise the council in relation to the functions of a local government 

    under this Act and other written laws; and 
 b  ensure that advice and information is available to the council so 

that     informed decisions can be made; and 
 c  cause council decisions to be implemented; and 

 d  manage the day to day operations of the local government; and  
 e  liaise with the mayor or president on the local government’s 
affairs and  the    performance of the local government’s 

functions; and 
 f  speak on behalf of the local government if the mayor or president 

agrees; and 
 g  be responsible for the employment, management supervision, 

direction and dismissal   of other employees subject to section 
5.37 2  in relation to senior employees ; and  

 h  ensure that records and documents of the local government are 
 properly kept for the   purposes of this Act and any other 

written law; and  
i  perform any other function specified or delegated by the local 

government or imposed under this Act or any other written law as a function to 
be performed by the CEO.” 
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The Committee should note that the conjunctive “and” at the end of each sub-
clause means that these functions are cumulative; i.e. each function is to be 
carried out.  
 
The committee should also note that few, if any, of these provisions grant any 
independent power to a CEO; at best they allow discretion in the day to day 
operations of the organisation but only as far as to ensure that it is implementing 
the decisions of council, government regulations and/or departmental 
guidelines. 
 
Some argue, that sub clause e  of S5.41 enables the Presiding Officer and CEO to 
make decisions on behalf of council. I vehemently disagree with that and submit 
that this clause was inserted to allow the Presiding Officer and CEO to manage 
the day to day business of a council between meetings.  
 
Other than the respective delegation provisions S5.42 – 5.45  and obligations 
under other laws, I submit that there are no provisions that allow a CEO to make 
any decisions that fall outside of the day to day operations of the organisation.  
 
A really good example of the misreading of the LGA and how it gets used to 
extend the power of CEO’s is the City of Joondalup Governance Framework: 
 
“The CEO is the only employee appointed by Council and is therefore ultimately 
accountable to Council. In this regard the role of the CEO, as detailed in section 

5.41 of the Act, includes, but is not limited to:  

 advising the Council in relation to the functions of the local 
government  

 implementing Council’s decisions  

 managing the day to day operations of the local government and 
the services that the local government provides for its community  

 liaising with the Mayor on the local government’s affairs and its 
performance  

 being responsible for the employment of the local government’s 
employees.”  

 
S5.41 does not detail the role of a CEO, it definitively details the cumulative 
functions of a CEO and it does limit them to those listed in that provision. Even if 
I am completely wrong with all of the above; there is no serious suggestion that 
the balance between CEOs and Councils is correct.  
 
There are many very good and capable CEO’s in the sector, however it is 
important that the Committee recognise that these very good people do their 
excellent work despite the system; not because of it. 
 
What is occurring is that WALGA and LGP have taken the provisions in the LGA 
that legitimately restrict individual councillors from interfering in the day to day 
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operations of a local government and expanded their ambit to mean that 
individual councillors have no power at all.  
 
This is a gross misreading of the role and function of elected members S2.10  
and I remind the Committee that councillors are elected to: 
 

 represent the interests of electors, ratepayers and residents of the 
district; and 

 provide leadership and guidance to the community in the district; and 
 facilitate communication between the community and the council; and 
 participate in the local government’s decision-making processes at 

council and committee meetings; and 
 perform such other functions as are given to a councillor by this Act or 

any other written law.  
 
Those and other provisions mentioned earlier make it clear that elected 
councillors have considerable individual power. It is not dissimilar to 
Parliaments, where no individual has the power to do much at all, however 
collectively they have huge and largely unchecked powers to oversee 
government, enquire into matters and pass laws. 
 
Individual councillors have similar responsibilities and powers that are best 
utilised in collaboration with other councillors. 
 
As an aside; there is much said about voting blocs on local government councils. 
This is largely an irrelevancy because in every system where collegiate voting is 
used, voting blocs exist. It matters not whether it is the UN, Federal or State 
Parliament, Corporate boards or sporting committees those who share similar 
interests are most likely to vote together.  
 
Returning to the inherent power imbalance in local government, what we are 
confronted with is a similar dilemma as that of WALGA usurping the powers of 
the regulator. i.e. the LGP has used its influence to increase the powers of the 
CEOs and administrations at the expense of the powers of elected councils. LGP 
have done this to an extent that is a major cause of the dysfunction within the 
sector. Examples of this dysfunction can be considered by the Committee under 
the following headings: 
 

1. Release of Information/Confidentiality; and 
2. Councillors right to public speech. 

 
1. RELEASE OF INFORMATION/CONFIDENTIALITY 

 
Some CEOs refuse councillors access to information saying that the matter in 
question is solely a matter for the administration; or by alleging that the 
information has nothing to do with the particular councillor carrying out their 
functions. This behaviour is unlawful and there are a number of provisions of the 
LGA that make it so: 
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 S5.41 b  specifies that a CEO’s function is to “ensure that advice and 
information is available to the council so that informed decisions can be 
made”. 
 

 S5.92 is categoric that councillors can access any “information held by the 
local government...” 

 
S5.92 is important because it is the definitive provision that legally allows 
councillors to access information and any CEO, or other person for that matter, 
who does not comply with that provision is acting unlawfully. No tribunal or 
department has the power to override that legislated provision that is worth 
repeating in full here so the committee can examine its terms in context:  
 

 “5.92. Access to information by council, committee members  - 
 

 1  A person who is a council member or a committee member can 
have   access to any information held by the local government that is 

relevant to the performance by the person of any of his or her functions under 
this Act or under any other written law. 

 
2  Without limiting subsection 1 , a council member can have access 

to- 

a  all written contracts entered into by the local government; 
and  

b  all documents relating to written contracts proposed to be 
   entered into by the local government. 

That is an unequivocal right for councillors to access “any information that is 
relevant to the performance of any of his or her functions under this ACT or 
under any other written law.” my emphasis   
 
No local government employee has the right to determine not to release 
information to a councillor, but it does happen; as is described in the City of 
Joondalup Governance Framework: 
 

“One of the areas that can cause issues for Elected Members is their ability to 
access information held by the City. Section 5.92 of the Act provides that an 
Elected Member can have access to any information held by the City that is 

relevant to the performance of their functions under the Act or any other written 
law.  

However this provision does not give an Elected Member an automatic right to 
have access to all records held by the City as any information must be relevant to 

the performance of an Elected Member’s role.  

In this respect requests for information held by the City are to be referred to the 
CEO who is to determine if the information is to be released, on the basis that he 
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or she is satisfied that the requested information is relevant to the Elected 
Members’ role and functions.  

Notwithstanding, section 5.96 of the Act provides that if any person can inspect 
certain information then Elected Members may also request a copy of that 

information. An Elected Member is also entitled to be given access to records 
that are accessible to other persons under the Freedom of Information Act 1992. 

S5.92 does in fact give an elected member an automatic right to information in 
that category and what the City of Joondalup has done is insert their CEO 
between an elected member and their lawful right to access information.  
 
Elected members are not answerable to a CEO, although I do concede the current 
act places a CEO in an invidious position with regard to a number of matters, this 
is not one of those times. 
 
The LGA provisions contained in S2.10 describe the role of a councillor and 
anything that is covered by that ambit is available to an elected member under 
S5.92. For example a  says a councillor: “...represents the interests of electors, 
ratepayers and residents of the district.” I cannot think of any information a local 
government could have that did not fall under the scope of that sub clause alone.  
 
But if that is not enough, S2.10 c  makes anything that “facilitates 
communication between the community and council” available and d  makes 
anything related to the councillor’s participation “in the local government's 
decision-making processes at council and committee meetings” available. 
 
After that there should not be much information left in a local government that a 
councillor cannot lawfully access, but if there is; S5.92 2  allows access to pretty 
much anything related to any contract, either in place or proposed, and the little 
information that falls outside all those parameters is probably releasable under 
the FOI Act, which also means that a councillor can access it.  
 
There are no legislative or regulatory provisions empowering a CEO to not 
release information; however it is worth noting that LGA S5.93 and the Local 
Government Rules of Conduct  Regulations 1996 Clause 6, both place 
restrictions on, and describe offences for, the misuse of information released. 
This is perfectly sound law making for such restrictive and punitive provisions to 
be included in an act of this kind; however it is important to recognise that the 
law is only breached if someone does misuse information provided to them.  
 
There is no pre-emptive legislated authority to block the release of information 
to a councillor on the suspicion that someone may misuse it.  
 
Part 2 Division 1; S10 of the Freedom of Information Act 1992 addresses that 
particular matter: 
 

 “10  Right of access to documents 
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 2  Subject to this Act, a person’s right to be given access is not 
affected by- 

 
  a  any reasons the person gives for wishing to obtain access or 

  b  the agency’s belief as to what are the person’s reasons for 
     wishing to obtain access.” 

 
It would surprise most West Australians to find that legislators did not intend 
that councillors should have access to any or all the information necessary for 
them to carry out their role. I have no doubt that allowing access to official 
information was the legislator’s intention; and if that is the correct view: 
 

 How is it possible that CEO’s have now inserted themselves between 
elected representatives and their legal rights of access? 

 Either the LGA needs amending to prevent that CEO behaviour; or 
 the Department needs to issue guidelines preventing CEOs from 

impeding the release of information. 
 

If that is not the correct view, the LGA needs amending to either rule such actions 
in or out of the law. My preference is to rule out such powers for CEOs and I 
recommend that any new act and regulations: 
 

 Codify and strengthen councillors’ right to access information; and 
 create an offence and penalty for a CEO/officer to not release information 

in a timely way to councillors; and 
 create an offence and penalty for a CEO/officer to obstruct the timely 

release of information to councillors; and 
 create an offence and penalty for councillors who misuse official 

information. 
 
When the LGA was being written in 1994/5, public access to official information 
was an emerging concept; about two years earlier, the Royal Commission into 
the Commercial Activities of Government had reported and said: 
 

“The individual citizen in this State has no general legal right of access to 
information possessed by government, be this about its stewardship or about an 
individual's own affairs. Equally, Western Australians have no general legal right 

to be given the reasons for administrative decisions which affect them as 
individuals. This state of affairs is wholly unacceptable.”  

 
The commissioners proposed amendments to the FOI legislation and 
recommended that: “Freedom of Information legislation be enacted in this State 
as a matter of priority.” The Freedom of Information Act 1992 - S3 Objects are to: 
 

“1. a  enable the public to participate more effectively in governing the 
State; and  

b  make the persons and bodies that are responsible for State and local 
government more accountable to the public. 

2. The objects of this Act are to be achieved by - 
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a   creating a general right of access to State and local government 
documents; and  

b  providing means to ensure that personal information held by the State 
and local governments is accurate, complete, up to date and not misleading; and  

c  requiring certain documents concerning State and local government 
operations be made available to the public.” 

 
Neither the powerful general right nor the concept of access to information were 
translated into the emerging LGA. This deficiency is reflected in the provisions of 
S5.94 which grant a right to inspect listed documents held by a local government.  
 
The WA Royal Commissioners said:  

“We should finally observe that FOI legislation, although indispensable to open 
government, is by its nature limited in what it can achieve. It is an open question 
whether a number of documents of critical importance which have been adduced 
in evidence during our inquiry, would have been disclosed under the provisions 

of the FOI Bill had it been in force at relevant times. The range of exempt 
documents should be confined as much as is reasonably possible.”  

The final sentence of that statement is the telling one that has not yet found its 
way into a local government sector that remains disconnected from the 
principles espoused by the Royal Commission and the FOI Act.  This disconnect is 
exampled by the way S5.95 restricts a person’s right to inspect information; 
contrary to the general rights of access bestowed by the FOI Act.  This is 
particularity true of b  that restrict access if; 

“….. in the CEO’s opinion, would divert a substantial and unreasonable portion of 
the local government’s resources away from its other functions.”  

Bizarrely what that means is that under the LGA, the opinion of a bureaucrat has 
more power than the FOI Act. It is not even necessary for there to be an actual 
diversion of resources; the legalised trigger for refusal of access is the CEO’s 
opinion.  

Of course, if access refused, a citizen can make a formal application under the 
provisions of the FOI Act; however given the legislated power of the general right 
of access, that should not be necessary. The LGA is deficient in this regard and 
should be amended to make it clear that the only determinant for releasing 
information in local government should be the FOI Act; I recommend that the 
Committee make such a finding in its report.  

There are a series of legitimate provisions in both the LGA and associated 
regulations that provide for different matters to be handled confidentially. 
However the  classification of confidential is now increasingly being used to 
avoid public scrutiny. 
  
The confidentiality provisions of the LGA are quite specific and targeted, but 
once one of these provisions is partially triggered, all related matters are then 
deemed confidential. Once again, this local government tendency is in direct 
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contradiction of the FOI Act. The Royal Commissioners drew attention to High 
Court comments that: 
 
"It is unacceptable, in our democratic society, that there should be a restraint on 
the publication of information relating to government when the only vice in that 

information is that it enables the public to discuss, review and criticise 
government action."  

Commonwealth of Australia v John Fairfax & Sons Ltd 1980  32 ALR 485 at 493.  

If the rule of law was being honoured by local government that part of a 
High Court of Australia decision would be the default position in the local 
government sector, but it is not. There is a serious imbalance between a CEO’s 
ability to delay, restrict and refuse to release information and either the public’s 
or an elected member’s right to access it.  

Committee members will know that timely access to relevant information is the 
key to good governance and oversight; to have the balance so heavily weighted 
in favour of administrations and against elected representatives is not an 
acceptable outcome. 
 
The LGA does not meet contemporary standards for the release of information. 
 

2. COUNCILLORS SPEAKING PUBLICLY 
 
There is little that causes as much friction and apoplexy as elected local 
government representatives publicly speaking on issues; accordingly there are 
many and various methods used by CEOs to intimidate and gag those doing it. 
 
The current City of Stirling Code of Conduct demonstrates how far from the 
requirements of the LGA things have been taken. I defy anyone to reconcile the 
following statements; the first is from Stirling, the second is the LGA and the 
third is from the obligatory declaration that councillors take upon election. 
 

“Elected Members and employees who speak publicly against any Council 
resolution without authorisation to do so may be using the information, or be 

seen to use the information improperly and run the risk of causing detriment to 
the City. Consequently, Elected Members and employees should not speak 

publicly on Council matters without authorisation to do so.” 

And 
A councillor, “facilitates communication between the community and the 

council;”  

And 

“…..declare that I take this office upon myself and will duly and faithfully, 
honestly and with integrity, fulfil the duties of the office for the people in the 

District according to the best of my judgement and ability and will observe the 
Local Government Rules of Conduct  Regulations 2007” 
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The City of Stirling has decided that S2.10 c  of the LGA does not mean what it 
clearly says; i.e.that the role of a councillor is to do precisely what this code of 
conduct says they need authorisation to do.  
 
One wonders who could make such an authorisation……………..? 
 
Councillors do not have the right to speak on behalf of the council, but not only 
do they have the legal right to publicly speak on council matters, they have an 
obligation to do so because in S2.10 of the LGA says a councillor: 
 

“ a  represents the interests of electors, ratepayers and residents of the 
district; and  

b  provides leadership and guidance to the community in the district; and  

c  facilitates communication between the community and the council...” 

 
Nowhere in the LGA are there any provisions preventing a councillor from  
“...causing detriment to the City” and nor should there be. While it would be 
surprising if any councillor actually wanted to cause such detriment; the 
substantial point remains that if a councillor did actually want to, it is still lawful 
behaviour, if it is in the interests of the “... electors, ratepayers and residents of 
the district”.  
 
Whilst it is conceded that S2.8 1 d  makes it clear that only the Shire 
President/Mayor can speak on behalf of the council, unless and until the LGA 
changes, it is also clear that no lawful restriction can be placed on councillors’ 
rights to publicly express their own opinion on council matters. 
 
Just how little it is understood that the Councillor’s right to open and free 
democratic speech that is inherent in the LGA is highlighted by a 14 Feb 19 
media release from WALGA where the President said: 

 
“Such criticism has claimed that the requirements restrict democracy where the 
opposite is actually the case. Elected Members have the opportunity during the 
debate at Council to express their views either in support or in opposition to a 

position. Once that decision is made however, there needs to then be respect for 
the democratic process and to abide by the majority decision. Any individual 
who wants to ignore a majority decision that they don’t agree with and then 
continue the debate in public is actually trying to set themselves above the 

democratic process.” 
 
I challenge this Committee to balance that view of a councillor’s obligations 
against a law that requires them to represent “the interests of electors, 
ratepayers and residents of the district” and also to “facilitate communication 
between the community and the council” Whilst the WALGA President expresses 
a strong view on this matter; the body she represents is not a local government, 
nor is it a body that represents the public interest. 
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Attempts to gag elected office holders is not restricted to local government and it 
is one of the great tensions in a democracy; because sometimes those speaking 
out do not comply with party, organisational or council views. However, elected 
representatives’ right to do so is at the very heart of our democracy; but in local 
government and because the provisions of the LGA grant communications power 
to councillors, it is substantially more than that.  
 
That comments are controversial, or that others disagree with them does not 
invalidate councillors’ lawful right to make them. This was clearly explained in a 
ministerial answer to a parliamentary question from the now minister on 12 Oct 
16: 
 
“The mayor or shire presidents are the spokespersons for the local authority. 

They are an independent authority in their own right. Councillors do, 
however, have a right to go out there and champion local causes, speak in their 

local papers, or even go onto their local networks, radio or otherwise, to talk 
about issues around the broader area.” 

 
There can be no doubt that councillors have the legal right to speak out publicly 
and any restrictions placed on them must comply with the law. I strongly 
recommend to the Committee that its report should clarify and support 
councillor’s ability to represent the interests of those who elect them. 
 
The restrictions on the release of information and councillors public speaking 
rights are but two examples of how the relationship between CEOs and elected 
officials is unbalanced and unhealthy.  
 
This Term of Reference asked whether the role of elected members and chief 
executive officers/employees are clearly defined, delineated, understood and 
accepted and the answer is not only is it clear that they are not, it is also clear 
that the LGA has failed to keep pace with governance changes of the last quarter 
of a century. 
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TERM OF REFERENCE e   

FUNDING AND FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT OF LOCAL GOVERNMENTS. 

The biggest single issue with the funding and financial management of local 
government is the prescriptive nature of the LGA. By ignoring the structural 
imbalance inherent in local government and by confusing box ticking 
accountability with legitimate processes, legislators have created a system that 
allows big wealthy councils to grow wealthier while smaller councils suffer. 
 
There has been much public discussion over the difficulties facing smaller 
councils with low rate bases and cleverly disguised as what the sector calls the 
“Size and Scale Compliance Regime”, some are seeking that different compliance 
regimes apply for different sized councils.  
 
However this proposal is aimed at avoiding the fundamental issue of the 
dysfunction of local government boundaries which are the root cause of many of 
the economic and compliance problems in the sector. 
 
Just because local government itself is unwilling to meaningfully address the 
matter, legislators should not bend the law to accommodate that reluctance. 
Governments should not compromise good governance and public policy simply 
because of the size of the agency responsible for complying with laws and 
regulations. I urge this committee not to follow that poor policy path as it can 
only lead to further lowering governance standards in the sector.  
 
Local Government has access to a wide range of revenue streams and Division 5, 
Subdivision 1 S6.15 outlines the sources of local government revenue and 
income as: 
 

“ i  rates; or 

ii  service charges; or 

iii  fees and charges; or 

iv  borrowings; or 

v  investments; or 

vi  any other source,  

 authorised by or under this Act or another written law; or  

 from — 
 i   dealings in property; or 

 ii  grants or gifts.”  

While local government has many options that allow it to raise revenue, there is 
little doubt that the most controversial areas are fees, charges and rates. All 
these areas are heavily prescribed in the LGA and the consequential legislated, 
convoluted and complex processes are contained in 38 pages of law; that is twice 
the size of the Payroll Tax Act 2002. 
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With regard to fees and charges; there is significant anecdotal evidence that local 
authorities are now instituting rules, regulations, processes and procedures that 
require those wishing council approval for projects to make multiple fee 
incurring applications. 

Local governments are using their fee and charges processes for revenue raising 
at a level way beyond the recovery of costs. Local Government may well argue 
that this is legitimate under the current LGA; however, most citizens expect their 
ratepayer funded council administration be capable of administering these 
matters without significant additional charges that are incapable of external 
review of appeal.  

Obviously the world has changed significantly since 1995 Act came to pass, but 
the legislated system of rating has not changed enough to keep pace with that 
change meaning there are major flaws in the law: 

 S6.26 2  provisions for non rateable land require assessment, 
examination and updating to more accurately reflect modern economic 
circumstances.  

 The two biggest and most economically sound industries in the state 
agriculture and mining  are granted significant subsidies by way of a 

legislated requirement to be rated at a lower UV rate. 

 Religious and charitable groups are now operating profitable businesses 
that the LGA prevents from being rated. 

 The legislation relating to UV and GRV rating is dated, complicated and no 
longer suitable. 

 S6.26 2 i  grants the considerable benefit to a single company, Co-
operative Bulk Handling Limited. That company is able to negotiate an ex-
gratia payment to each respective Shire. There are appeal provisions to 
the Minister in S6.26 3  however the CBH arrangements are not 
available to any other business. 

In each of the above cases, the significant financial concessions granted by the 
LGA are underwritten by increased costs to other ratepayers or reduced/forgone 
services within that local government area.  

Concessions of this kind are only able to occur because local government is a 
subsidiary of the state and because the State grants financial favour to some. Few 
modern democracies still allow this kind of uncosted and market distorting 
corporate welfare. 

A useful alternative could be that if a local government feels that such largesse is 
in the best interests of their community, they should have the power to grant 
concessions. Currently the provisions of the LGA prevent this power being 
available to local governments; but that should change.  

The reduction of rate income to local governments also directly contradicts the 
oft quoted autonomous level of government rhetoric because state governments 
of all political persuasions have demonstrated a willingness to trade off local 
government’s rating rights when it suits them.  
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These provisions granting rating indemnities at lower values should all be 
repealed and if the government is still convinced that it is in the State’s interests 
that industries and companies should receive these concessions; the State should 
have a legislated obligation to recompense the respective local governments for 
their foregone revenue. 

This Committee should recommend to the Parliament that all land including 
crown land and land utilised by government trading enterprises  within a local 
governments boundaries be available for rating. Such a change should include 
creating a power for local governments to exempt or discount rates on 
properties where they can demonstrate doing so is quantifiable and in their 
public’s best interest.  

If such a course of action is not acceptable to the committee then a 
recommendation that the State financially compensate local governments for the 
removal of full rating of properties withing their boundaries is entirely 
justifiable.  

The provisions of the LGA and the effect of the Valuation of Land Act 1978 
combine to establish a complex and convoluted valuations process administered 
by the Valuer General.  

Too often, the local government sector attempts to play the cost blame game by 
claiming that rate income is essential to fund the community’s expectations. 
Committee members would be aware one of the major difficulties of democratic 
systems is balancing community expectations with budget realities. Local 
Government still has to learn that lesson.  
 
Having said that, in recent years right across Australia council rates have been 
increasing at dramatic levels and in WA, providing it complies with the law, there 
is no oversight, monitoring, checks or balances on any local government rate 
increases. There are extensive guidelines on processes and timelines, but there 
are no means of either controlling or justifying rate increases.  
 
Basically if a local government says rates go up; that is it. There is little or no 
active media, no Parliamentary oversight and no political opposition. 
 
The entire rating system is so dated and convoluted that it is incomprehensible 
to normal humans. It should not be beyond our ability to seek the optimum 
outcome for local government by including an assessment of the value or 
otherwise of a legislated general power to levy rates for any purpose and on any 
basis.  
 
Such an initiative should be aimed at ending the expensive and anachronistic 
Valuer General provisions. Change to enable flexibility and allow for differential 
rates to be struck based on a system of identifiable and definable algorithmic 
values.  
 
In 2015 the Victorian Government introduced a rate capping system “to limit the 
amount of revenue increases a council can levy through rates.”. Since then that 
state has gone further and launched a high powered comprehensive and well 
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funded review into their State’s system of rating. No such review is envisaged for 
WA, but it should be. 
 
I recommend that the Committee: 
 

 report to the Parliament that the current LGA is deficient in regard to its 
rating provisions; and  

 recommend the establishment of an appropriately funded expert panel 
to review the entire rating processes of the LGA.  
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TERM OF REFERENCE 2 f  
ANY OTHER RELATED MATTERS THE SELECT COMMITTEE 
IDENTIFIES AS WORTHY OF EXAMINATION AND REPORT 

 
There are a number of additional matters that I recommend this Select 
Committee should examine, they are: 
 

 the structural dysfunction of local government; and 
 beneficial enterprises; and 
 planning. 

 
STRUCTURAL DYSFUNCTION 

 
If local government did not exist; anyone who suggested it be formed on the 
current boundaries would be laughed out of any meeting where they proposed 
such stupidity. 
 
The LGA provisions relating to amalgamations, ward and boundary changes 
obstruct rational discussion, debate and overly politicize what should be a 
routine process.  
 
The Barnett Government decided that boundaries should change with the 
express intention of reducing the number of local governments. The problems 
really arose when the obvious, but unanswerable question was asked; how many 
councils is the right number? 
 
It is important to note that when the “referenda” were held on the amalgamation 
issue, nowhere did a majority of voters vote against it. When the results of their 
amalgamation polls/referenda were assessed, voters stayed away in their droves 
and the polls clearly failed even the most rudimentary democratic test.  
 

 The highest voter turnout was 54.68% in East Fremantle with 75.93% or 
2,145 of those voting against the merger proposals; the required 
democratic majority was 2,589 votes. 

 Kwinana was next highest turnout with 52.93%; 87.98% or 8,462 
opposed and they also fell short of the 9,104 needed for a democratic 
outcome. 

 Victoria Park: 4,697 voted against and the target needed was 10,068. 
 South Perth: 10,572 voted against and the target needed was 13,394. 
 Cockburn: 18,654 voted against and the target needed was 30,944. 

 
Even with all the controversy and media coverage preceding the vote, these five 
local governments had an average voter turnout of 46.52%; meaning that the 
majority of the voting public stayed away and consequently there was never a 
majority of eligible voters rejecting these proposals.  
 
It is obvious from that poor voter turnout that the public is not overly concerned 
about changing boundaries. 
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The moves to regional council bodies demonstrates that local government 
understands that to reduce the unit costs of delivering services, they need to 
expand; so they are amalgamating in everything but name. And while they are 
regionalising, local governments are retaining the multitudes of councillors, 
administrations and executives paid for by ratepayers; thereby entrenching high 
costs and rates. 
 
When State and Federal governments set the boundaries for seats in their 
Parliaments; the resultant gerrymandering and unfair electoral practices 
attracted a public backlash that caused governments to establish independent 
electoral commissions. 
 
One achievable and highly appropriate modern solution to the political impasse 
over amalgamations and boundary changes would be to negate, or at the very 
least minimise, the impact of vested interests by removing MP’s, Ministers, 
Governments, Councils and departmental bureaucrats from the boundary setting 
procedures.  
 
No-one would suggest that we return to the bad old days of those in State and 
Federal governments setting boundaries; so why do we have to continue to 
accept that change at the local level needs approval of local governments? If local 
government were drowning in democracy and had widespread public support, 
maybe someone could make his case; but that is not happening. The discussion 
paper on elections that was produced for the recent review makes this 
disconnect crystal clear: 
 
“Historically, voter turnout in local government elections in Western Australia is 
poor compared to other jurisdictions. In most local government elections fewer 

than one-third of eligible electors cast a vote. In the 2017 ordinary elections, 
approximately 34.2% of eligible electors cast a vote. 

Participation rates have been relatively unchanged since the introduction of 
postal voting in the late 1990s. Prior to the availability of postal voting in most 

local government elections, participation rates averaged just 15%.” 

When only 15% - 34% of the population votes, in any rational decision making 
process, this is where the discussion on amalgamations would end. But it does 
not; begging the question of what other matter would be considered too hard to 
handle when 65.8% of the population does not care enough to vote in it?  

Parliaments gave the independent electoral authorities the power to make 
regular boundary changes after hearing from interested parties and those 
changes are almost always non controversial.  

Legislatively enabling the WAEC to regularly review boundaries reflecting a 
community of interest, population, industry, rural, suburban, city, town etc. could 
address this fundamental problem for local government. 
 
Even if that does not happen the processes for making boundary changes, 
amalgamating and removing/amending wards all need to be made easier, more 
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effective and reflective of the realities of modern civic life by basing them on a 
community of interest. 
 

BENEFICIAL ENTERPRISES 
 
Beneficial enterprises or Council Controlled Organisations CCO  are proposed 
as the means to solve political problems by creating entities outside the public 
processes of local government, the review of the LGA discussion paper says: 
 
“The local government sector through the Western Australian Local Government 

Association WALGA  has long advocated to be able to establish corporate 
entities that are independent of the local government and which operate under 

normal company law.” 

As local government is constitutionally answerable to the WA legislature and if 
these entities are created to be independent of local government and subject to 
Federal corporate law, how can they meet the state constitutional requirements? 

Those proposing forming Council Controlled Organisations CCO  in WA draw on 
the New Zealand model for justification. CCO advocates overlook the important 
differences between our two countries: 

 Australia is a Federation of States – NZ is not.  

 Australia and the States have written constitutions – NZ does not. 

 Because there are no States in NZ, local government plays a completely 
different role to that in WA.  

Local government officialdom struggles with the concepts of public interest and 
democracy, but we live in a democracy and not in a bureaucracy and sometimes 
that means that people in positions of power are required to do things that they 
find uncomfortable.  

Taking the control of public funds away from elected representatives and 
transferring responsibility to people with no public authority or mandate is a 
serious issue and our system should not allow the establishment of organisations 
that are contrived to bypass strong and public accountability measures.  

In their draft submission to this committee WALGA recommends: 

“The Local Government Act 1995 should be amended to enable all Local 
Governments to establish Beneficial Enterprises formerly known as Council 

Controlled Organisations . 

Beneficial Enterprises are : 

 Arms length entities to deliver projects and services required by the 
community; 

 Vehicle sic  for greater efficiency and improved partnering practices for 
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Local Government; 

 Provide sic  services and facilities that are not attractive to private 
investors;  

 Cannot sic  carry out any regulatory function of a Local Government; 

 Skills Based Board – Alternate governance model sic ; 

 Not about outsourcing essential services” 

It is not clear what the alternative governance model is, nor is it clear what an 
arms length entity is and one can only guess at how such a body would report its 
costs/gains/losses to the ratepayers who will be required to fund its costs. 

Those advocating for these bodies are not proposing any provisions requiring 
full and continuous disclosure. The Australian Stock Exchange ASX  Rule 3.1 
makes the enforceable imposition that:  

“Once an entity is or becomes aware of any information concerning it that a 
reasonable person would expect to have a material effect on the price or value of 

the entity’s securities, the entity must immediately tell ASX that information.” 

Although I cannot see any good reason why these enterprises should ever 
proceed, if others determine it is to be so, then obligatory reporting provisions 
similar to those of the ASX should be constructed. 

CCO’s and beneficial enterprises are at odds with the findings and 
recommendations of the 1992 WA Royal Commission into Commercial Activities 
of Government, who, when addressing government’s role in commerce said: 

“3.13.2 The vital issue is not the activities in which government engages, but the 
conditions under which it engages in them. The public is entitled to insist that 

government be conducted openly and that it be, and be seen to be, accountable 
for its actions. Nowhere is the need for this more apparent than when it 

undertakes initiatives which put public funds and resources at risk.” 

No one reading the proposals for the introduction of Beneficial 
Enterprises/CCO’s could reconcile them with that telling statement and I submit 
that on this ground alone these proposals should be soundly rejected. 

To date nothing proposed addresses the fundamental conflict of removing public 
funds from an elected public body and transferring their direct control to non 
elected people with no public mandate, limited accountability and poor financial 
reporting requirements.     

The WA Royal Commissioners who examined precisely this problem and they 
said: 

“The vital issue is not the activities in which government engages, but the 
conditions under which it engages in them.” 
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If the conditions under which these proposals are to take place cannot be 
publicly outlined, discussed and deliberated on before the change is made, the 
change should not be made. The same is true for any “in principle” agreement to 
take the matter forward; the threshold issues are: 

 What, how and why public money should be passed to a non public 
enterprise, and  

 how this process will be publicly monitored, and  
 who will be held accountable for it all, and  
 how they will be held accountable. 

Unless all these unknowns are revealed beforehand, the process should be 
jettisoned because, without such prior knowledge, the system will almost 
certainly fail. 

Local governments do operate legitimate businesses and they have every right to 
do so; these businesses include golf courses, airports, sporting and 
entertainment venues, kiosks to name but a few and there is a necessity for the 
LGA to make provision to allow councils to operate them as business units. 

I strongly recommend that this Committee investigate this matter and report to 
the House that expanding the commercial powers of local government in this 
regard should not be considered at least until full public accounting, disclosure 
and accountability standards are mandated. 

PLANNING 
 
There are two aspects of local government planning; statutory town planning 
and Strategic Planning. Planning is made a requirement and authorised in Part 5 
Division 6 S5.56. 

“5.56. Planning for the future 

1  A local government is to plan for the future of the district. 

2  A local government is to ensure that plans made under subsection 1  are 
in accordance with any regulations made about planning for the future of the 

district.” 

There has been a lot of recent hyperbole about councils exceeding their authority 
by entering into the social and environmental arena; I express no view on that 
other than to draw the Committee’s attention to S1.3 3  of the LGA: 

“In carrying out its functions a local government is to use its best endeavours to 
meet the needs of current and future generations through an integration of 
environmental protection, social advancement and economic prosperity.”  

Those Committee members who are of the view that local government should 
not involve itself in social or environmental matters may like to consider 
recommending this section be deleted; obviously the status quo will suit others. 
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Local government’s statutory town planning rights and obligations arise in 
accord with the Planning and Development Act 2005 and various other laws and 
regulations.   

This is another area where the myth of local government autonomy is destroyed 
by law and regulation; clearly the State Government is the dominant authority in 
planning.  

Formal planning processes are not the sole province of local government and we 
could spend years discussing why that is so; however anyone who has been 
through a planning process with any local government knows how time 
consuming, irrational, expensive and counter intuitive it is.  

There are always community groups opposed to change because that is how free 
societies work; at state and federal level these issues are capable of being 
competently dealt with and sometimes community agitators’ views prevail and 
sometimes they do not. But at the local level, community agitators target 
individual councillors who operate with either no, or poorly constructed policies 
and plans, and as the CCC pointed out these councillors are mostly poorly 
equipped to handle these matters, let alone the confrontation.  

It gets very messy and personal; so rather than deal with the fundamental causes 
of the planning dysfunction, successive State governments have removed control 
of planning from local governments.  

The drive for central planning always comes from central planners/bureaucrats 
and developers/businesses who operate across jurisdictions. Rigid central 
planning of the type we have almost always fails the public interest test but it 
serves the interests of the major groups I referred to. That is not always a bad 
thing  

Whilst it is difficult, local planning is a fundamental; surely if the hills want to be 
clean, green and arty why should they not be able to do that? If the western 
suburbs want to be different again and be big blocked leafy suburbs, why not? If 
a country town wants to retain its old worldly atmosphere or does not want 
rubbish tips all over it why should it not be able to say no?  

Because planning is crucial to local government, it should be part of the work of 
this committee if for no other reason than the LGA is deficient in regard to 
planning. 

At very rare times there may be a state interest that conflicts with local planning 
and the planning system should deal with that; however the balance is too 
heavily weighted in favour of central bureaucracies. The stuff we all agree on is 
easy and in healthy democracies, it is how you manage and handle your 
differences that is crucial. If a definable state interest does exist, the State should 
be able to deal with it.  

Having said that, there were serious problems with local government and its 
planning processes, as there are serious problems with the imbalance built into 
the current planning processes.  

Both these matters need be addressed and I do note that recent announcements 
have again put planning on the agenda, however we need a functional system of 
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local planning and this Act needs to change to authorise and enable that to 
happen.  

 




